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ABSTRACT PAGE
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) technology is widely adopted in particle accelerators.
There remain many open questions, however, in developing a systematic understanding of
the fundamental behavior of SRF materials, including niobium treated in different ways and
various other bulk/thin film materials that are fabricated with different methods under assorted
conditions. A facility that can measure the SRF properties of small samples in a range of
2-40 K temperature is needed in order to fully answer these questions. The Jefferson Lab
surface impedance characterization (SIC) system has been designed to attempt to meet this
requirement. It consists of a sapphire-loaded cylindrical Nb TE 0 11 cavity at 7.4 GHz with a 50
mm diameter flat sample placed on a non-contacting end plate and uses a calorimetric
technique to measure the radio frequency (RF) induced heat on the sample. Driving the
resonance to a known field on this surface enables one to derive the surface resistance of a
relatively small localized area. TEo11 mode identification has been done at room temperature
and 4 K, and has been compared with Microwave Studio® and SuperFish simulation results.
RF loss mechanisms in the SIC system are under investigation. A VCO phase lock loop
system has been used in both CW and pulsed mode. Two calorimeters, with stainless steel
and Cu as the thermal path material for high precision and high power versions, respectively,
have been designed and commissioned for the SIC system to provide low temperature
control and measurement. A power compensation method has been developed to measure
the RF induced power on the sample. Simulation and experimental results show that with
these two calorimeters, the whole thermal range of interest for SRF materials has been
covered. The power measurement error in the interested power range is within 1.2% and
2.7% for the high precision and high power versions, respectively. Temperature distributions
on the sample surface for both versions have been simulated and the accuracy of sample
temperature measurements have been analysed. Both versions have the ability to accept
bulk superconductors and thin film superconducting samples with a variety of substrate
materials such as AI, Al 2 0 3 , Cu, MgO, Nb and Si. Tests with polycrystalline and large grain
bulk Nb samples have been done at <15 mT magnetic field. Based on BCS surface
impedance, least-squares fittings have been done using SuperFit2.0, a code developed by G.
Ciovati and the author.
Microstructure analyses and SRF measurements of large scale epitaxial MgB2 films have
been reported. MgB2 films on 5 em dia. sapphire disks were fabricated by a Hybrid Physical
Chemical Vapor Deposition (HPCVD) technique. The electron-beam backscattering
diffraction (EBSD) results suggest that the film is a single crystal complying with a
MgB2(0001 )//AI203(0001) epitaxial relationship. The SRF properties of different film
thicknesses (200 nm and 350 nm) were evaluated using SIC system under different
temperatures and applied fields at 7.4 GHz. A surface resistance of 9±2 1-10 has been
observed at 2.2 K.
Based on BCS theory with moving Cooper pairs, the electron states distribution at OK and the
probability of electron occupation with finite temperature have been derived and applied to
anomalous skin effect theory to obtain the surface impedance of a superconductor with
moving Cooper pairs. We present the numerical results for Nb.
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SURFACE IMPEDANCE OF
SUPERCONDUCTING RADIO
FREQUENCY (SRF) MATERIALS

1

CHAPTER!

Introduction

1.1. Motivation
Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) technology is widely and increasingly
adopted

for

use

in

particle

accelerators

[ l-12].

SRF

technology

applies

superconductors, normally niobium or niobium thin film deposited on copper, to
conventional RF devices for particle accelerators.
Figure 5.1 shows a simplified SRF device [ 13]. In this SRF device, a single cell
niobium cavity has been put into a liquid helium vessel, and then surrounded by a
vacuum thermal insulating vessel. The RF power has been coupled into the cavity
with input RF antenna shown on the left side of the cavity in this Figure. Charged
particles coming from the left side could be accelerated by the electromagnetic field
(TMo 10 mode in most cases) in the cavity [ 14]. The SRF technology greatly reduces
the RF power dissipation on the SRF devices comparing with conventional RF
devices. For a Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) shape
l.5GHz cavity or a TeV-Energy Superconducting Linear Accelerator (TESLA) shape
1.3GHz cavity, the RF energy Joss of niobium cavity at 2 K temperature is 5 orders of
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magnitude lower than that of copper cavity at room temperature. Comparing to
normal conducting RF devices, the low RF loss guarantees more of the RF power to
be used to accelerate charged particles, ensures the SRF devices possible to work at
high duty cycle or even CW mode, and also allows the devices more suitable for high
current accelerators, because it allows the devices geometry to have larger beam pipe
apertures and to minimize deleterious interactions ("beam impedance") to a particle
beam [14]. These properties make SRF technology widely adopted in high average
power Free Electron Laser (FEL), storage ring, Energy Recovery Linac (ERL).
Among the various projects that uses SRF technology, the Free-electron LASer
in Hamburg (FLASH) program at Deutsches Elektronen-SYnchrotron (DESY) in
Germany uses 48 9-cell cavities to get I GeV electron beam [l]; the X-ray Free
Electron Laser (X-FEL) program by DESY in Germany uses 800 9-cell cavities to get
17.5 GeV electron beam [2]; the CEBAF at Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator
Facility (JLab) in United States adds 80 7 -cell cavities to the existing 338 5-cell
cavities to upgrade the beam energy from 6 Ge V to 12 Ge V [3]; the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) program at Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) in United States
uses 117 6-cell cavities to get 1.3 GeV proton beam (with power upgrade plans) [4];
the Soreq Applied Research Accelerator Facility (SARAF) at Soreq Nuclear Research
Center (NRC) in Israel uses 44 Half Wave Resonators (HWRs) to get 40 MeV
proton/deuteron beam (with phase II) [5]. There are also many colliders, storage rings
and ERLs that using SRF technology: the National Synchrotron Light Source-11
(NSLS-11) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in United States [6]; the
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Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) at Cornell University in United States [7]; the
Beijing Electron Positron Collider-11 (BEPC-11) at Institute of High Energy Physics
(IHEP) in China [8]; the KEKB electron-positron collider at Ko Enerugi Kasokuki
Kenkyii Kiko (KEK) in Japan [9]; the Peking University ERL-FEL (PKU-ERL-FEL)
at PKU in China [8]; the Accelerators and Lasers In Combined Experiments ERL
(ALICE-ERL) at Daresbury in UK [ 10]; the BNL-ERL at BNL in United States [II].
The International Linear Collider (ILC) is a proposed high energy physics
project to collide electrons with positrons at 500GeV (upgradeable to 1 TeV) [12].
This project will use 16,000 9-cell cavities working at 31.5 MY /m gradient to
accelerate electron/positron beam to 500 GeV/500 GeV. The total length of this
collider will be 19 to 31 miles.
With the expansion of SRF technique worldwide, there remains a need for a
systematic understanding of the fundamental behavior of candidate SRF materials,
including niobium treated in different ways and various other bulk/thin film materials.
The RF surface impedance of superconductors, especially its real part, the RF surface
resistance Rs, is of great importance for the performance of SRF cavities.
Measurements of Rs via quality factor measurements with typical cavities are
inherently

a

weighted

average

over

significantly

large,

curved

surfaces.

Thermometric mapping of cavities reveals, however, that Rs, especially as a function
of magnetic flux density, is quite non uniform. To enable definitive correlation of
localized losses with localized SRF material characteristics, a facility that can
accurately measure the SRF properties of small samples in a range of 0-180 mT

4

surface magnetic flux density and 2-40 K temperature, with surface resistances down
to the BCS limit (several hundred nn for Nb and can be as low as I nn for other
materials like NbN, at 2 K and 7.5 GHz in our case) is needed. Utilizing small sample
sizes is beneficial to improve the surface preparation and quality control of the
samples to better characterize localized material details. In addition, undesirable
effects arising from the sample edges should be avoided. The Jefferson Lab surface
impedance characterization system (SIC) [ 15] has been designed to attempt to meet
this requirement.

1.2. Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2 the SRF surface impedance is introduced and the theoretical
calculation with moving cooper pairs under RF field is given, based on BCS theory
and anomalous skin effect.
In Chapter 3 a brief review on SRF surface impedance measurement techniques
is given.
In Chapter 4 the SIC RF system is described in detail.
In Chapter 5 the SIC calorimeter system is described in detail.
In Chapter 6 measurement results on bulk Nb are reported.
In Chapter 7 measurement results on thin film MgB2 are reported.
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CHAPTER2

SRF Surface Impedance

2.1. Resonance in an RLC Series Circuit
For an SRF cavity at frequencies nearby a resonance mode, it can be modeled as
an RLC circuit [ 16]. In a series RLC circuit that contains a resistor R, a capacitor C
and an inductor L, shown in Figure 2.1, while an AC voltage u(t) = u 0 eiwt has been
applied, the current I could be solved from:

Which leads to:

Where q>

wL-.2_)
= arctan (~

Impedance is defined as the ratio between voltage and current. The impedance of
this RLC series circuit is:

7

.
Z = Z0 e'q>

u(t)

= -=
l(t)

R2

1

.

1

+ (wL- -)Ze'q> = R + i(wL- - )

we

we

Zo represents the amplitude change between voltage and current and

qJ

represents

the phase change between them. The real part of impedance is called resistance and
the imaginary part is reactance.
Resonance phenomena occur while the system oscillates with larger amplitude at
some frequencies. In the RLC series circuit, for a voltage with given amplitude, the
current has a maximum amplitude at frequency w0 =

k· it is the resonant frequency

of this RLC series circuit. At this frequency, the reactance of this circuit shrinks to 0
2

and the impedance shows only resistance, the stored energy in this circuit is U = Lz:02

,

which is the total of the average magnetic energy stored in the inductor and the
average electric energy stored in the capacitor, the power dissipation is
and the quality factor is Q =

Pdiss

= U ~·

~ ~. The peak voltage on the capacitor is Uc = Qu 0 , an

RLC series circuit magnifies the AC voltage to as high as Q times of the input voltage.
For an appropriately shaped cavity mode, it could be used as the accelerating voltage
for charged particles, the ratio between effective accelerating voltage for particle
traveling with finite velocity and peak voltage is the transit time factor.
The surface impedance of a conducting material is defined as the ratio between
the E field and the H field parallel to the material surface [ 17].
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An SRF Cavity can be represented by an RLC series circuit, with total
impedance:

Ztotal

= R + iwL + iroLv -

1
i -C
(l)

v

In this expression the first term is surface resistance, the second term is surface
reactance, the combination of first two terms are surface impedance. The surface
impedance is decided by the top most layers of the cavity material and is directly
related to the surface treatment technique. In the last two terms,

~·

and

C.

represent

the inductance and capacitance of the vacuum space in the cavity, which is decided
by the geometry of the cavity.
The resonant frequency is w0 = ..)

1

(L+Lv)Cv

,

the stored energy in this circuit is

2

U = (L + Lv) uo 2 , twice the average magnetic energy stored in the inductor, and also
Zo

twice the average electric energy stored in the capacitor, the power dissipation is

Pdiss

= U L+RLv,

and the quality factor is Q =

~ JL~~v

.

The stored energy, power

dissipation and quality factor also satisfy:

1 w 0 ~0

Q=R

fff H2 dv

ff H 2 ds

sis the interior surface of the cavity and vis the interior volume of the cavity.
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Here G = wollff~~=:dv is geometry dependent only, defined as geometry factor of
this cavity, so that Q =

*·

The electric energy is stored inside the vacuum space of the cavity, average value
is Ee = ~ Jlo fff H2 dv. A large portion of the magnetic energy is stored inside the
vacuum space of the cavity, average value is Em

= 4(L+Lv)
Lv
Jlo fff H2 dv.

A small

portion of the magnetic energy is stored on the cavity interior surface, average value
is Es =

R

L
4(L+Lv)

2wo(L+Lv)

Jlo fff H2 dv. And the average dissipation energy is Ediss =

Pdiss
roo

=

Jlo fff H2 dv. The ratio between them is:

Now we consider a TEo 11 cylindrical cavity with resonance frequency at 7.5 GHz
and 300 0 geometry factor,

Ll'

=6

X

w-'1

H and

c. = 7 X w- 14 F,

reactance from

inductance is 300 0 and reactance from capacitance is -300 0. For Cu at room
temperature, surface resistance is 0.02 0 and surface reactance is 0.045 0 [ 17, 18].
For Nb at 2 K temperature, surface resistance is 300 nO and surface reactance is 2
mO,

calculated

from

0.02:0.0225:150:150

BCS

theory

= I: 1.125:7500:7500

[19].

The

ratio

Edi.1•1:E.1:E111 :Ee

ts

for Cu cavity at room temperature and

300xlo-'~:I0- 3 :I50:l50 = l:3333:5xl0s:5xl0x for Nb cavity at 2 K temperature, the

quality factor would be 15000 for Cu cavity at room temperature and 5x lOx for Nb
cavity at 2 K temperature and 7.5 GHz.
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2.2. Surface Impedance with Moving Cooper Pairs
The RF surface impedance of a superconductor is a consequence that Cooper
pairs in this superconductor cannot follow the change of the RF magnetic field H due
to their mass, or inertia. The incomplete shielding of RF field indicates the ability of
the superconductor to store RF energy inside its surface, which is also represented by
surface reactance, the imaginary part of surface impedance. The RF field that enters
the superconductor will interact with quasi-particles, causing RF power dissipation,
which is represented by surface resistance, the real part of surface impedance. Based
on the BCS theory [20] and anomalous skin effect theory [21), a derivation of a
superconductor's surface impedance, called Mattis-Bardeen theory, has been
successfully achieved [19, 21 ]. In reference [22], Mattis-Bardeen theory has been
written in terms of the Fourier components of currentj(p) and vector potential A(p)
by defining K(p) as,

](p)

= -~K(p)A(p)
4rr

(1)

where

=

K(p)

-3
12

4rrhVFILL(O)

with

vF

J.oo -4c [sin(pR)
0

pR

)Z

---

pR

]

cos(pR) e

_!3.

1

x I(w, R, T)dR

(2)

the Fermi velocity, ),L(O) the London penetration depth at 0 K, w the angular

frequency of the RF field. The integration over R and u are the space and angular
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integration, respectively. The term I(w,R, T) is calculated from the single-particle
scattering operator based on BCS theory, one could refer to [2 1] for more detail.
The surface impedance of superconductors with random scattering at the surface
is [22],
00

Z = irrwJ1 0 {f0 ln[1

+ K(p)jp 2 ]dp}

-1

(3)

The Mattis-Bardeen theory, however, did not consider field-dependent effects.
The RF field could directly affect the directional velocity of Cooper pairs (vs)
additional to their random movement, which is [23],
rrH£l 0

Vs (H) =~;z--·
2

HcPF

with He the critical RF field, Llo the energy gap without field and PF the Fermi
momentum.
In SRF applications, the field dependence of surface impedance, especially its
real part, surface resistance, is of great interest. Based on Rogers and Bardeen' s
work [24], the field dependence of surface resistance has been calculated with
simplified models: Kulik and Palmieri [25] use a model that the energy gap could be
reduced by the existence of an RF field, L1=Llo- PF vs(H) [24], with L1 the energy gap
with field; and Gurevich [23] used a model based on the field dependence of the
quasi -particle distribution function [24].
Here, starting from the BCS theory with a net current in a superconductor, the
electron states distribution at 0 K and the probability of electron occupation with
finite temperature have been calculated and applied to anomalous skin effect theory,
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which describes the response of metals to high frequency electromagnetic field in low
temperature, yielding a new form of Cooper pair velocity dependence of the surface
impedance.
In BCS theory, paired particles in the ground state, with total mass 2m and zero
total momentum that occupy state (kj,
energy relative to the Fermi sea

eF

-k~),

to be

with velocity vk in random direction, and
have been considered to give minimum

eb

free energy for superconductors. States with a net flow in a certain direction can be
obtained by taking a pairing (k+qj,

-k+q~),

with total momentum 2q the same for all

= hq!m.

Cooper pairs, corresponding to net velocity v.\

With temperature T close to 0 and a net current flow, the probability of the state
(k+qj, -k+qt) being occupied by a pair of particles is hk. With a finite T, single

electrons start to appear,

fk+q~

is defined as the probability that state -k+qt, with

Bloch energy relative to the Fermi sea of

e-k+q•

being occupied. and

fk+qi•

probability for state k+qj, with Bloch energy relative to the Fermi sea to be

ek+q·

that
We

have,

(4)

(5)

with E5 = ~mv5 2 , Eext = mvkvs = J2m(EF
the angle between vk and

Vs,

+ Ek)V5 X ::::: PFVsX and x

from 0 to n. kF is Fermi wave vector.
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= cosa, a is

We define hk the probability that state (-k+qt, k+qj) is occupied by a ground pair
while T--+0, and define s-k+ql the probability that -k+qt is occupied and k+qj is
empty, Sk+qt for vice versa, Pk the probability that state ( -k+q i, k+qj) is occupied by a
pair of excited particles, and

s-k+q!

= f-k+q!( 1- A+qt)

(6)
(7)
(8)

1 - s-k+q! - sk+qt - Pk = ( 1 - f-k+q!)( 1 - [k+qi)

(9)

f is the distribution function for excited particles. Above the Fermi surface with k >
kF f refers to electron occupation, and below the Fermi surface with k < kF f refers to
hole occupation. (9) is the probability that state ( -k+q t, k+qj) is occupied by a pair of
ground state particles. For -k+q i with k > kF, the occupation of single electrons,
excited pairs of electrons and ground state pairs of electrons are s-k+ql• Pk( 1-hk) and ( 1!k+q!)( I- fk+qt)hk. respectively; For -k+qt with k < kF, , the occupation of single holes,

excited pairs of holes and ground state pairs of holes are s-k+ql• pkhk and (I 1-k+q!)( Ifk+qt)( I -hk), respectively. Similar to (3.16) in reference [20], the total free energy of a

superconductor in the superconducting state can then be expressed as:

Fs = Lk>kp Lk+q [s-k+q! + Pk(1- hk) + (1- f-k+q!)( 1- [k+qt )hk] +
Lk<kp(-e_k+q)[s-k+q!
Lk>kp Ek+q[sk+qt

+ Pkhk + (1- f-k+q!)(1- A+qr)Cl- hk)] +

+ Pk(l- hd + (1- f-k+q)(l- [k+qt)hk] +

14

Lk<kF( -Ek+q)[sk+qt

+ Pkhk + (1- f-k+q)( 1- [k+qi )C1- hk)] -

hk)hk'(1- hk')p!z (1- f-k+qtkT Lk[f-k+qtlnf-k+qt

Atqr)(1- f-k'+qt-

fk'+qr)

Lk,k' V[hk(1-

+

+ (1- f-k+qt)ln( 1- f-k+qt) + fk+qrln[k+qi +
(10)

Applying (6)(7)(8)(9) into (10), by minimizing Fs with respect to hk and fk+qb
separately, we have,

(II)

(12)
(13)

f(E-k+q!),k > kp
f-k+q! = { (
f Ek+qt ) , k < kp

(14)

f( Ek+qi ), k > kp
k < kp

(15)

fktqT

with

= { f(E-k+q!),

f3

=

k~ and
(16)
(17)

f(E) =

eP~+l

(18)
1

and Ek = [(Ek

+ E5 ) 2 + .1 2 ]2

(19)
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The excited particle distribution functions fk+q! and /k+qi are not continuous at k

= kF since they specify electron occupations above Fermi surface and hole
occupations below it. The probability that -k+q L is occupied by an electron and k+qj
is empty, is continuous at k = kF, with a value atf(Ek+q!)[ 1- f(Ek+qr)J.
These results are similar to the results in reference [24] using a different
approach, with the expression of Ek slightly different.
The functions that describe the probability of quasi-particle (single or excited
pair of electrons/holes) distribution and the modified density of states are,
(20)

1 J1
de
-1 dEk+qi

2

d
X

1 J1
de
-1 dE_k+q!

=2

d
X

=
(21)

Equation (21 ), with Ea

= Ek+qi

or Ea

= E_k+q!• is the same as the corresponding

equation in reference [25]. Equation (19) shows 2Ll energy, which represents the
energy gap of this superconducting system, is still necessary for a photon to break a
Cooper pair, while the quasi-particles could exist within the 2Ll regime nearby Fermi
surface. The minimum gap in energy spectrum for quasi-particles in this
superconductor reduces to

2(Ll-pFv.~),

as shown in equations (20) and (21 ).

The energy gap, as a function of Cooper pair velocity, may be derived by
applying (12)(13)(14)(15)(17)(18)(19) into (16) and changing the sum into
integration,

16

1

NV

(22)

This expression is the same as B7 in reference [24].
The critical temperature may be calculated with .J =0 in (22),

(23)

For Nb with 4/kTc(O) = 1.85, Tc(O) = 9.25 K and
critical temperature for

v.~

=0

m/s and

~o

~o

= 40 nm [26], with Tc(O) the

the coherence length for V.1

=0 mls at 0 K

temperature, the numerical solution of .J and Tc at 2 K have been plotted in Figure
2.2. The calculation stopped at the critical velocity, which is determined by the
critical current, from where Cooper pairs start to break. The corresponding magnetic
flux density is also labeled with ),L(O)

= 32 nm and above ~0 value.

In order to calculate the SRF BCS surface impedance, one may start with the
matrix elements of a single-particle scattering operator in references [20, 21 ], using
the new particle distribution equations (12)-(19).
Here we list the matrix elements in Table 2.1. The first type of transition, labeled
as (a) in Table 2.1, corresponds to single occupancy of kin the initial and of k' in the
final state. The other types shown in reference [20] can be listed in a similar way.
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Using the first row of Table 2.1 as an example, in the initial state, k+qj is occupied,
noted as X, -k+qL k'+qj and -k'+qt are unoccupied, noted as 0. In the final state,
only k'+qj is occupied. Pair occupancy of (k'+qj,-k'+qt) in initial state and of

(k+qj ,-k+q l) in final state may be either ground (+) or excited (-), listed in the
second column. For k+qj single occupancy in initial state with both states ground,
the initial energy is

Ek+qt·

Fork' +qj single occupancy in final state with both states

ground, the final energy is

E k'+ql·

The energy difference between them is listed in

column 3. The probability of initial state (k+qj,-k+ql) to be XO is

sk+qr

and the

probability of initial state (k' +qj ,-k' +q l) to be 00 is (1-s-k'+q! -Sk'+qr-P '), the
combination of these two probabilities is listed in column 4. Column 5 lists the matrix
elements that are the same as Table II in reference [20]. In this column, h and h' are
used to simplify the expression of hk and hk·, respectively. One may refer
to references [20, 21] for more detail about this table.
While under RF field with angular frequency w, the photon energy li(w-is)
should be inserted into either the initial or the final state in Table 2.1. Here a small
positive parameters, which will be set equal to zero in the final expression, has been
introduced to obtain the real and imaginary part of surface resistance [21]. Based on
above analysis and the summary in Table 2.2, the single-particle scattering operator,
shown as equation (3.2) in reference [21] could be rewritten into,

L(w,E,E',x,x')

=

18

f k' +ql

(24)

fk+qi )

-

with x (or x') being cosine of the angle between

Vk

(or

Vk•)

and

Vs,

consider the

integration from -1 to 1 for x and x', equation (2) now becomes,
K(p) =
-3
,

( )

4rrhvF""L2 0

foo 4 [sin(pR)
J,o
(
) -pR- - cos(pR) ] e _fiz x -41 J1- 1 J1- 1 / ( w, R, T, x, x 1) dxdx 1dR
pR 2

(25)

with t the mean free path and

R •
wtt'h a= -h
PF

Expression (24) can be rearranged as,
L(w, E, E', x, x') =

k+qi+""-( w-ts. )-Eext 1+(f+Es)(EE+Es)H
--2 ( 1 - f(Ek+qi) - f(E_k+q!)) IE
E 12 [E
I h(
. )J2
k k+qi-Eext + w-ts
1

1

2

+

(27)
And thus expression (26) in the limit s~O is,
1

I(w, R, T, X, X )

= -rri J;Eext~-nJl- f(E 2 + Eext)- f(Ez

- Eext)]{g cos[a(E 2

+

(28)

with £1

= E + Eext• Ez = E + Eext' + hw
19

Appendix A and Appendix B show the mathematical derivation of (27) and (28).
When the Cooper pair net velocity

v.~~O,

(28) reduces to equation (3.5) in reference

[21 ].
One should notice c,,

E:2

and g are not always real in (28). The following

expressions have been used to separate equation (28) into real part and imaginary part,
Re[K(p)]

= 4rh Vp3J L(O) f1- 1 f1- 1 M(p, x, x')dxdx'
2

lm[K(p)] =

3
f1 f1 N(p,x,x')dxdx'
h J2
4r vp L(O)
- 1 - 1

(29)

with

while E:exf <

e'exr+

li wand,

M(p, X, x') = 2:.2 J~oo
I h {[f(Ez
u-Eext - w

+ Eext) + f(Ez

20

- Eext)- f(E1

+ Eext)-

(30)
while f:exr > e'exr+ lz (!),

a1

1

+Es
Ez+Es
Eext-Eext
= --,
az = --,
a3 = -,
aext = -=:..........::..:.:..::....
phvp
phvp
pl
phvp '
Et

R(a,b)

1

ab
b
= --b2 + -ln
b
4

2

+(1+a) 2
2 +( 1-a ) 2

+

l+b 2 -a 2
4

2b

arctan bz +a 2 -1

Here all the elements in M(p,x,x') and N(p,x,x') are real. One now obtains an
analytical expression for the surface impedance by incorporating (29)(30) into (3).
The quadruple integral must be solved numerically.
The

above

analysis

is

valid

to

any

conventional

superconductor.

A

MathematicaTM program, shown in Appendix C, has been developed to calculate this
integral. The results are shown in Figure 2.3, using parameters for Nb with
41k7:.(0)

= 1.85, Tc(O) =9.25 K, ~o =40 nm, h(O) =32 nm, t =40 nm at 1.5 GHz and

2 K [26].

1

is the mean free path. The surface resistance and reactance value of the

outmost layer of the superconductor are labeled.
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The surface resistance

Rs, with a value of I 0.9 nQ at 0 m/s cooper pair velocity V.

first decreases with increasing

1,

Vs,

then increases with increasing V.1 , with a minimum

Rs of 2.04 nQ at 200 m/s V.1 •

Qualitative insight into the change in R.1 may be obtained by considering the
extreme anomalous limit approximation with a-70 [19, 21]. In this approximation
equation (28) becomes,

K(p) =

3

4qhvptl[(O)

Eext)]gdE

41 J1-1 Jl-1 { -m. Joo
.1-Eext'-h)l- f(Ez + Eext)- f(Ez-

+ rri J..oo_ Eext [1 - f(E1 + Eext) - f(E1 - Eext)]gdE} dxdx'
u

(31)

Based on (31 ), the energy loss is determined by the integration over energy and
angles of the expression [f(E2+£exr)+f(Er£exr)- j(EJ+E:exr)-j(EJ-E:ext)]g. With the
assumption E>> kT, the excited particle distribution function changes to j(E)

= J!eflE.

The above expression then becomes [f(E2)-f(EJ)][j(E:ext)+f(-E:ext)]g. The scattering
between energy level E 1 and £2, shown in the first term [j(E2)-j(E 1)], is zero at
E:ext=E:pxt '+ liw. The contribution from E:pxr<£nr' + liw is partly cancelled by the

contribution from £w>£exr' +liw. The low field Rs reduction is caused by the nonsymmetric cancellation effect brought by the Cooper pair velocity. The second term,
[j(Bext)+f(-E:ext)}, which is considered as equation (3) in reference [23], combining with

the reduction of energy gap, gives an increase in Rv with increasing

V,1 •

To obtain the effective surface impedance under RF field H, Z(v.v) should be
averaged over the RF period and the depth in the superconductor, as (5) and (6) in
[23].
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The electron states distribution at OK and the probability of electron occupation
with finite temperature have been calculated based on BCS theory and considering
Cooper pairs to be moving coherently. These new expressions have been applied to
Nb, the material of greatest interest to SRF applications, to construct the analytical
value of its surface impedance. With the parameters given above, the result shows a
minimum surface resistance at 200 m/s cooper pair velocity, corresponding to 40 mT
magnetic flux density. In the above analysis, local effects, non-equilibrium status and
thermal feedback are not included, which will of course give additional contributions
to the effective surface resistance of resonant SRF structures.
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Table 2.1. Matrix elements of single particle scattering operator with moving cooper pairs, compared to BCS theory table II.

Wave functions
Initial.
(k+qj.
-k+q!)

v/i

Matrix elements
Ground(+) or excited(-

Final, Vj
(k+qj,
-k+q!l

(k'+qj.
-k'+q!l

)

(k'+qj.
-k'+q!)

(a)

xo
xo

(k+qj.
-k+q!)
+

00

00

XX

XX

xo
xo

00

00

XX

XX

ox
ox

+

Wi-~

00

00

ox

XX

XX

xo
xo

00

00

XX

XX

ox
ox

(b)

XX

ox

Et+<~·-Et·+q·

00

OX

St+<i·P

Et+<~·+E.t·+q.

Sk+<~'P

+

-(E.t+q; +Et·+<~·)

sk+<~'( 1-s_k'+<~. -sk'+<~··P ')

+

Ek+<~'-E·t'+q,

sk+<~'( 1-s.k'+<~. -sk'+<~"P ')

00

ox
ox

xo
xo

[(l-h)(l-h')] 112
(hh ') 112
-[ (1-h )h ']1/2
-[h( 1-h ')) 112
[(1-h)( 1-h ')J
(hh ')112

112

•C.tj

Ct'l

-(hh ')1/2
-[( 1-h)( l-h ')] 112
-{h(l-h ')) 11:!

-I (l-h)h '] \/2
-(hh ') 1/2
-[(1-h)(l-h ')] 112

+

s-k+<~, ( 1-s_k'+<~; -sk '+q··P ')

-Et+q·+E.k'+q.

S.k+</)1

(hh ')1/2

E.t+<~. +E.t·+q.

S.k+<!Y

-[ (1-h )h ']1/2

-((1-h)(l-h ')j It:!
-[h(l-h ')] 112

+

-(Et+q·+Et·+q·)

s-k+<~. ( 1-s_k'+<~> -sk'+q·-p ')

+

E.t+<~. -E.t·+q.

s.k+<i .( 1-s.k·+</. -sk'+q:·P ')

-[h( l-h ')) 112
[(1-h)(l-h ')] 112

-((1-h)h '] 11:!
-(hh ') 112

-Ek+q·+Et'+q'

S.t+<!Y

(hh') 112

-[(1-h)(l-h ')] 112

+

+

S.t+<!Y

+

-<Et+<~·+E.t·+q)

S.t+<!. ( 1-S.t·+</. -sk'+qT-P ')

+

-E·k+<~. +E.k'+q.

( 1-s.k+q. -sk+<i··p).l'.t'+<~.

Et+q·-Et·+q·

ps.k'+<~.

-(E.t+q, +Ek'+q·)

+
+

+

-[(l-h)h ']

112

-[h( l-h ') ] 112
(hh ')

-[h(l-h ')] 112
-l(l-h)h'] 112
-(hh ')1/2

-[h(l-h ')]112
-[(l-h)h'] 112

( l-s.k+q. -sk+<~··p)s.k'+<~.

[ (1-h )( 1-h ') 11/2
[h( 1-h ')] 112

-[(1-h)(l-h')j-(hh ')1/2
[(1-h)h '] 112

Ek+q' +E.t'+q.

ps.k'+<~;

[(1-h)h '] 112

[h(l-h ')] 112

-Et+<~·+E.t'+q,

( 1-s.k+</. -sk+q·-p )s.k'+<~.

(hh ') -

pS.t·+</.

[(1-h)(l-h')) 112
[h(l-h ')]1/2

E.t+q. -Et'+q'
+

--p')

sk
E.t+q. -Ek·+q·

E.k+<~. +Et'+q'

+

XX
00

.l'k+<~'P

Ct)

.

"-kl (:·k'l or

-[h(J-h')]l/2
[( 1-h)( l-h ')) 112

+

XX

;kl or

-[(1-h )h 'J 1/2

XX
00

sk+q·( l-s.k '+<~. -sk'+<~··P ')

-E.t+q, +Lic·+q·

+

ox
ox

.

+

+

ox
ox

Ct'l

C.t'j

+

OX

Probability of initial state

-E·k+<~. +E.k'+q,

+

+

xo
xo

(k'+qj.
-k'+q!)

Energy difference

-(Et+<~·+Lic·.q· l
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( 1-s.k+<~. ·St+<~·-p )s_k'+<~.

-[(1-h)(l-h')]
-(hh ') 1/2
[(1-h)h '] 112

+

XX
00

xo
xo

ox
ox

[(1-h)h ') 112

-£.~:...,. +E~:·...,·

ps.t·..-q.
( 1-S.t+q. ·St..-q··Plst•..-q·

£ • ...,,-£.•....,_

PSt•..-q·

[( 1-h )(1-h ') ) 112

-(£.• ...,. +Et·...,)
£ •...,,+£•....,.

( 1-s.~:...,_ -s~:...,··Plst·...,·
ps.-...,.

[h(l-h ')) 112
[(1-h )h ')1/2

-E• ...,-+Et·...,·
E.~:...,. -E.t·...,.
-( Et...,·+E.t·...,)

( 1-s.t+q. -s~:...,·-Ph·...,·

(hh ') -

PSt•..-q•

[(l-h)(l-h')) 112

-[(1-h)(l-h')) -(hh ')112

( 1-s.•...,_ -s• ...,--ph·...,·

[h(l-h ')] 1/2

[(1-h)h ')112

+

E.t...,. +Eic·...,·

PSt'+q'

[( 1-h)h ']112

[h(l-h ')]112

+

EJ,...,-+£.•. ...,.
-(E~t+q. +Et·...,·)
£ • ...,.-£•....,.

St+q·S.t·+q.
St+q•S_k'+q.

[(1-h)h') -[h( 1-h ') 11/2

[h(l-h')] -

St+q·S_k'+q,

[(l-h)(l-h')) 112

-[(1-h)h '] 112
-(hh ')112

+

-£.•...,. +£.~:·...,.

.l't+q•S.t'+q,

-(hh ') 112

[ (1-h)( 1-h ')) 112

+

Et...,:+Et·...,·
-(£.• ...,. +£.•....,)

St..-q•St'+q'
St+q•St'+q'

[h(l-h')] -(hh ')112

Elc...,--E.t·...,.
-E.t+q. +£•....,.

St+q•St'+q'
St+q•St•..-q:

[(1-h)h ']
-[(l-h)h'] 112
-(hh ')l/2

£ .•...,. +Et·...,.
-(Et...,·+Eic·...,·)

s.t+q.s-k'+q.
s-k+q.s-k'+q.
.1-.t...,_S.t·...,_

+

£ .•...,. +£.~:·...,.

+

XX
00

+
+
+

XX
00

xo
xo

xo
xo

XX
00

(c)

xo
xo

ox
ox

+
+

00

XX

XX

00

+
+

xo
xo

xo
xo

+

00

XX

XX

00

+
+
+

OX

ox

ox
ox

00

XX

XX

00

+

+
+
+

ox

xo

00

XX

OX

XO

XX

00

(d)

XX

00

00

XX

ox
ox

xo
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Figure 2.1. RLC series circuit.
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CHAPTER3

SRF Surface Impedance Measurement Techniques

3.1. Brief Review
In order to measure the surface impedance of a sample surface, it is necessary to
make the sample a part of a resonant structure. Such a sample could be a rod [27, 28],
a flat disk [27, 29-40] or just a small piece [27, 41, 42] inserted into the cavity inner
surface. The cavity is then excited in a particular mode with the resonant frequency
and Q easily measurable, allowing one to calculate the surface impedance in a
straightforward way [27, 30, 33, 35-37, 40, 43-45] based on average losses and
differential measurements with calibrated samples. Another way to measure the
surface impedance with significantly higher resolution is to use a power
compensation

technique

that combines calorimetric

measurements

with

RF

measurements [31, 34, 41, 42] which will be introduced in detail in Chapter 4.

3.2. Choice of Cavity Geometry
Cylindrically symmetric cavities operating in a TEoxx mode are commonly
chosen as the resonant circuits. [27, 28, 35-37, 40, 43-45] In such a cavity with these
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modes the electric field lines are simple self-closing rings around the resonator axis
and electric field lines vanish on cavity walls as well as on the sample, if positioned at
the lateral end of the cavity. Moreover, in the ideal geometry, no RF current crosses
the joint between the sample and the cavity and, with no surface-normal electric fields,
electronic problems such as multipacting and heating due to dark current may be
avoided.
For simple cavity geometries, these TEoxx cavities can only be used to measure
large-sized samples while maintaining suitably low resonance frequencies.
Other attempts with more complicated geometries, including the "triaxial" cavity
[31 ], "quadrupole mode resonator" [41, 42], "mushroom cavity" [38, 39] and
sapphire loaded SIC cavity [34] have been made, trying to overcome the limitation of
simple TE mode cavities. Table 3.1 shows a comparison of these three systems.
Triaxial cavity starts from deformed coaxial line structure with 35 mm in length,
8 mm in inner diameter and the outer diameter shrinks from 44 mm to 18 mm, the
sample has been put on the 18 mm open end. The whole cavity is put in a I 00 mm
diameter and 50 mm long cavity to minimize the resonance outside the cone structure.
This structure could confine magnetic field to the center portion of the sample at
1.5 GHz while keeping the sample size small, with 25.4 mm diameter. However
issues with multipacting effects were prevalent and limit the maximum magnetic field
on the sample to be lower than 25 mT.
The quadrupole mode resonator use a 210 mm diameter and 351 mm long
cylinder, and puts a four wire transmission line built from niobium rods in the cavity
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center, the bottom end of the rods are bent to form half rings of 25mm radius, this
structure is used to focus RF power onto the sample that is placed below the half rings.
The quadrupole resonator uses comparably large samples, with a diameter of 7.5 em.
The resonance frequency is 400 MHz. it could be multiplied to 800 MHz and
1200 MHz. This approach exposes the sample's rectangular edge to 6.7% of the
maximum RF magnetic field experienced on the sample. The shape of the sample is
complicated in order to shield the calorimetric components from RF field, which
creates some challenges for coordinating with other instruments and facilities used in
sample preparation and characterization.
In a cylindrically symmetric cavity operating in a TEoxx mode with sample
placed at one open end, a higher ratio of diameter/length is preferred to confine
magnetic field on the sample. However this setup will also produce high magnetic
field at the end opposite to the sample. By deforming the shape of this end, the
highest magnetic field could be shifted and averaged. The mushroom cavity and its
upgrade version use TE<m like modes. Three TEo11 modes have been stacked together
and the top plate has been reshaped to a mushroom structure, so that the magnetic
field could be averaged on a larger surface area. The peak magnetic field on the
sample is 2.5 times of the peak magnetic field on the cavity wall. This mushroom
cavity is constructed out of copper so that pulsed RF power could be conducted into
the cavity and the loaded Q will not degrade that much until the sample reaches its
critical field. The drawback of using copper cavity is that the Q of the whole setup is
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mainly determined by the copper cavity, it's not sensitive to the contribution from the
superconducting sample.
In the SIC system a sample is located at the open end of a cylindrical sapphireloaded cavity. With two choke joints surrounding the cavity, the RF fields are
confined within the center of the sample and the samples is physically, and thus
thermally, separated from the rest of the cavity. The sample is placed on a holder with
a controlled thermal conduction path to the liquid helium bath. The detailed
description of SIC system will be in Chapter 4.
Compared to other designs, the SIC system inherits the merits of TE structure
cavities and offers a good solution to the size issue while maintaining the resonant
frequency relatively low. The unique design of the SIC system guarantees controlled
RF field within the center of the sample, which simplifies the sample and sample
holder structure and ensures the success of the RF-calorimetric combination
measurement. The sample edges and the joint between sample and sample holder are
shielded from high RF fields, therefore anomalous heating from vortex entry at edges
is avoided.

3.3. Choice of Measuring Technique
Surface impedance Zs includes two parts, the real part is the surface resistance Rs
and the imaginary part is the surface reactance Xs.
A simple way to measure the surface resistance is to measure the Q change with
a reference sample and the sample to be measured.
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The total loss in the resonance system is a sum of the loss of different parts:

The Q of each part is defined as: Qi

= wu
pi

The Q of the resonance system is .2.

= Li .2.
Qi

Qr

These Q values are strongly dependent on the surface resistance. While in the
simulation, one can assume that the surface resistance is uniform inside the resonance
system, noted as Ru, the filling factor and geometry factor of each part can be defined
as: 'fli

= QiQr and
Gi = QiRu.
.

These two parameters are geometry dependent and are

independent of surface resistance, both of them can be obtained from numerical RF
simulation. The geometry factor of the resonance system is G = Li Gi.
With the reference sample, the Q of the whole system is noted as Q 1 and
reference sample's Q is noted as

Or· With the sample to be measured, the Q of the

whole system is noted as Q2 and the sample's Q is noted as

Os·

Since the other

portions of the system are the same during these two measurements, we have:
1

1

1

1

---=--Ql Qr Qz Qs
Normally the reference sample uses the same material as the cavity, so that
filling factor of the sample is 'fl
sample, and Q5

= QQr1 =.E..,
where Gr is the geometry factor of the
Gr

= ~:· Rs is the surface resistance of the sample, so that,
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The measuring error of R can be represented as,

Assume we have a copper cavity with Q1 at 2x I 0 5, geometry factor is 300, filling
factor of the sample is 40%, and the sample's surface resistance is much small than
the surface resistance of copper, then Q 2 should be 5x105• Typically the Q's
measurement error will be about 5%, from the above equation one can get that fl.R 5
should be 0.14 mn. That's why Q measurement with copper cavity is not preferred
for SRF samples. While the cavity made of niobium has a Q 1 at 2x 108, and llR 5
would be improved to 140 nn.
Another way to measure the surface resistance with a significantly higher
resolution is a power compensation technique, its detail is described in Chapter 4.
The above two methods are not sufficient for investigating localized effects that
will cause non uniform temperature distribution on the sample. Temperature mapping
system could be a supplemental system to investigate the non-uniform RF loss
mechanism on the sample [26]. In this system, carbon Allen-Bradley resistors with
100 n, 5% accuracy and l/8 W at room temperature have been used as the
thermometers. Each resistor has been placed into a G-1 0 housing that filled with
stycast 2850 FT epoxy to thermally isolate it from liquid helium, GE-varnish 7031
that are 50% diluted with a mixture of toluene and ethyl alcohol is used to electrically
isolate resistor from cavity surface, and apiezon N grease is applied on top of the GEvarnish 7031 to ensure good thermally conductivity between cavity surface and
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resistor. The whole thermometer has been mounted on G-1 0 printed circuit board
using spring loaded pin. The spring loaded pin will be compressed from 2.464 em to
2 em during the measurement and the pressure applied to the resistor to ensure good
thermal conductivity between resistor and cavity surface is about 105 pa. A total
number of 576 thermometers have been applied to single cell CEBAF shape cavities.
All thermometers need to be recalibrated during the cool down procedure for every
cavity test, because the resistance of each resistor changes after the warm up cool
down cycle between 2 K and room temperature.
Temperature mapping system is complex, considering a 7 cell section in a
CEBAF shape cavity that is using temperature mapping system, the total number of
thermometers used would be 4032, and the wires used to measure the resistance of
these thermometers would be 8064. For a 9 cell cavity, more thermometers and wires
would be needed. In some cases that detailed temperature information is not required,
one may still want to know where the overheating happened first in the cavity that
causes cavity to quench, described below, second sound system can meet this
requirement [46]. During the RF measurement for a cavity, the cavity is surrounded
by superfluid liquid helium. The thermal conductivity of superfluid liquid helium is
30 times that of copper, RF heat on cavity surface will be taken away to the liquid
helium surface. With the increase of accelerating gradient in the cavity, more and
more RF heat will be produced on the cavity's inner surface, the surface temperature
will increase, and in certain local region, temperature would go beyond the critical
temperature of Nb and local surface resistance will increase suddenly. Superfluid
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liquid helium can no longer take that much power away, cavity's Q will suddenly
drop and most of the RF power will reflect back. In this case, the ratio between
superfluid helium atoms and normal helium atoms will dramatically decrease and
second sound will be produced by the vibration of normal helium atoms. The speed of
second sound in superfluid helium is a function of temperature. It's about 20 m/s at
1.8 K. By knowing the time difference between the quench happened, from the
sudden change of the reflected or transmitted power, and the second sound detector
start to receive signal, one may able to calculate the distance between where the
second sound first produced and the location of the second sound detector and by
using multiple detectors, the location of the second sound first produced can be
determined within centimeter accuracy, comparable to the temperature mapping
system.
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Table 3.1. Comparison of RF surface characterization systems.

Frequency [GHz]
Sample size [cm

Triaxial

Quadrupole

Mushroom

SIC

1.5

0.4/0.8/1.2

11.4

7.4

5

44

20

20

1.5

6.9

7.5

0.8

2

50

400

143

2
]

RF sampled area 1 [cm 2]
Bmax achieved[mT]

25

Bpk/sqrt(U)[mT/sqrt(J)]

848.8

357.6

271

359.3

Sample geometry

Round
disk

Cylinder

Round disk

Round disk

1

sample area with B > 80%Bmax

2

1imited by multipacting effect

3

1imited by 22 watt power source
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CHAPTER4

SRF Surface Impedance Characterization System
RFPortion

4.1. Introduction
The SIC system is designed to measure the low temperature RF impedance of
superconducting material samples, small enough to be accommodated in commercial
surface characterization instrument, surface treatment facilities, and laboratory-based
thin film deposition equipment. The apparatus consists of two major parts which
come together at the sample under test. The RF portion shapes and controls the field
presented to the sample surface. The calorimeter portion provides a means of
measuring the RF power dissipation on the sample. The original design of the JLab
SIC system was covered by [ 15, 29, 47, 48].
The SIC system is based on a cylindrical polycrystalline niobium cavity with
2 em inner diameter, shown in Figure 4.1. A HEMEX® sapphire rod from Crystal
Systems is inserted into the cavity to lower the resonant frequency of this size cavity
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to 7.4 GHz in the TEo11 mode. Two adjustable loop couplers are located above the
cavity, and their external quality factors may be varied from I 06 to I 0

10

for this mode.

The sapphire is tightly held from the top, and its bottom surface is set to be coplanar
with the bottom of the cavity. The sample is located at the open end of the cavity and
is thermally isolated from the bottom plane of the cavity cylinder and sapphire, being
separated from them by a 0.02 em gap. Two RF choke joints with a I em depth are
used at the bottom of the cavity to minimize the RF power leakage. This system
provides well-controlled RF fields within the central 0.8 cm 2 area of samples with
5 em in diameter.

4.2. Calculation on Simplified Model
In a simplified model without gap between the cavity/sapphire and the sample,
shown in Figure 4.2, field distribution of TE011 mode can be calculated from Maxwell
equations.

V·D = 0
V·B = 0

(a)

(b)

V x E = iwB

~

V

(c)

x H = -iwD
~

With D

(d)
~

~

= EE and B = 11H

The boundary condition is

n·H = 0 and interface conditions are:
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For vacuum E = Eo, and for sapphire E = Eo

Ez

[!

~ ~]. withEr= 9.3 and
Ez

= 11.5.
For TE mode, Ez = 0. Since the dielectric constant will only affect equation

~

~

D = EE, we do not have to consider the anisotropy of dielectric constant forTE mode.
~

~

For a traveling wave in z direction, E and B can be written as:

E = V XV X (Wez)

B = -iWJlE'V X (Wez)

Where W is the hertz vector.
Maxwell equations become,

. h k = vr;;-;:W It
JloEoW
0

2rrf
h
d 'I" h
d
= -c-,
c IS t e spee ot 1g t, an E

I

0

=

fEn

0<
:::; p <:::; Ra
1,a_p_

Variable separation for W:

W(p,<p,z) = D(p)<f>(<p)Z(z)
For standing wave, Z(z) = sin(prr z) with h = prr
L

dz<t>
dqJZ

= -m 2 <t>

kA

=

J

k0

=>

2

Er -

L

<t>(c.p) = cos(mc.p)

h2 , k8

=

jk

2
0

-

h2

under vacuum, separately.
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are the wave numbers in sapphire and

0:5p:5a
a:5p:5R
W = Dcos(mq;) sine:

z)

~: =

P: Dcos(mq;) cos (P: z)

From (h) the electromagnetic field distribution of TE mode can be calculated

Hp =

pLn: D'cos(mqJ)cos(P2z)

cos (P2 z)
Hz = Dcos(m<P) sin (P2 z) [k 0 E' - (pLn:t]
( Ep = -iWf.lo; Dsin(m<P) sin (pLn z)
i E<P = -iWf.loD' cos(m<P) sin (P2 z)
H<P =- :: mDsin(m<P)

2

D and D' can be determined by applying the boundary conditions ofTEmnp:

Wlz=O,L = 0, the above expression is already satisfied.

Electromagnetic field distribution should be continuous on the vacuum/sapphire
interface,

For TEonr mode, A 1 and Az are determined from:
kA
fo' (kAa)No' (kaR)
A = - k 8 N0 ' (k 8 a)j0 ' (k 8 R)- ] 0 ' (kaa)No' (kaR)
1

kA

fo' (kAa)]o'(kaR)

Az = k 8 N 0 ' (k 8 a)j0 ' (k 8 R)- lo' (kaa)No' (kaR)
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and kA and Ku can be calculated from the below two equations:

kB

=

kA2
Er

+ (prr)2 (2..- 1)
L

Er

kA.fo(kAa)[No'(kBa)Jo' (kBR)- Jo' (kBa)N0 '(k 8 R)]

= kBfo' (kAa)[No(kBa)Jo' (kBR)- Jo(kBa)N0 ' (kBR)]
Resonant frequency of this mode is f

= 2rrvEr
c~

kA 2+ (prr)
L

2

.

With the dimension above, the resonant frequency of TEO II mode is determined
to be 7.617GHz.
The field distribution is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3. SuperFish Simulation
SuperFish program has been used to do 2-D electromagnetic simulation on SIC
RF system with choke joints and gap between the cavity and the sample. The
SuperFish code with gap at 0.1 mm is attached in Appendix D.
Using this code, the maximum magnetic fields on the sample under different gap
for 2° 0 generation cavity with 0.06 inch cap are calculated and plotted in Figure 4.4.

4.4. RF Couplers
Two H-field loop couplers are used in SIC system, they are mechanically
adjustable from outside while the cavity is in the Dewar. By changing the couplers'
position, their external Q will be changed. In Figure 4.5 we show the 2 K
experimental results of couplers' external Q versus their positions.
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The couplers are symmetrically located near the sapphire rod, which leads to
cross talk during room temperature measurements and even during 2 K measurements
7

because the loaded Q is now typically 10 • Theoretically cross talk will diminish [49]
if we can push loaded Q higher.
The inner conducting material of the couplers is stainless steel, and the outer
conductor is made of Cu, with Teflon (dielectric constant at 2.1) between them. The
surface resistance of stainless steel at 7.5 GHz is around 0.1 Q [ 18]. The coupler is
made of a standard 50 Q cable with 3.2 mm inner diameter of outer conductor.
Assuming the inner and outer conductors are all stainless steel, the voltage
attenuation of this cable should be
1 [ Rs (1
1)] =1[
0.1
( -1 + -1-)] =02 lim
a=---+2 1]ln~ a
b
2 377 ;illx!n3.2 0.001
0.0032
· (
)

The length of the couplers is normally less than 0.1 m, so the power loss should
be less than 1- e- 2 xo. 2 xL = 0.04, that is Jess than 0.2 dB. Considering that the inner
conductor is Ag-platted stainless steel and outer conductor is Cu, the loss on coupler
is much less than 0.2 dB.

4.5. Sapphire
Sapphire is a key component in the SIC system, it can not only reduce the TE011
frequency from 19 .8GHz to 7 .4GHz, but also focuses RF field in the sample plate
region instead of cavity wall region. MathCAD simulation shows that the power loss
ratio of sample plate/total can increase from 1.2% to 8.3% by adopting sapphire.
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With a sapphire rod inserted into the TEo11 cavity, the TEo11 mode will propagate
along the sapphire and leak from the top end of the sapphire. Figure 4.6 is the
simulation result (by Haipeng Wang using HFSS) of the radiation loss external Q
with different sapphire rod lengths. The blue curve shows the calculated result, which
is limited by the calculation accuracy and shows a lower limitation of I0\A!ml The
red curve shows the linear fitting that can avoid calculating limitation. The previous
design with a 63.754mm sapphire rod will limit the loaded Q to 2.34x 107. With the
present design of 105.87mm (ll4mm in length with 8.13mm inside Nb cap, sealed
with indium between Nb cap and cavity neck), radiation loss external Q is l.6x 1022 ,
quite negligible comparing with our desired loaded Q (I 08 to IO\
Initially the sapphire rod was brazed onto a Nb cap, which also caused
significant RF loss on it, this design has been changed to the current one with
sapphire clamped onto a Nb cap, shown as component A in Figure 4.1.
The sapphire has been cleaned with the following procedure before it has been
put into the cavity [50]. All operations must be conducted in a chemical hood while
wearing suitable personal protective equipment.
I. Create Nitric acid solution (I :3
2.

= HN0 3 :H 20)

Place sapphire in the container holding the solution and place that container
in an ultrasonic cleaner for 5 minutes

3. Remove from cleaner and heat until boiling using hot plate or other method
available. Once boiling is achieved, stop heating and let cool to room
temperature. Wait at least 20 minutes.
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4.

Rinse twice with deionized water

5. Rinse with Acetone
6. Ultrasonicate for two minutes in Acetone
7. Rinse with Isopropanol
8. Ultrasonicate for two minutes in Isopropanol
9. Rinse with Ethanol (200 proof)
l 0. Ultrasonicate for two minutes in Ethanol

11. Keep in ethanol until ready to assemble.
While simulating the SIC system with sapphire, the c-axis crystal orientation of
sapphire is set to be coincident with the axis of cylindrical Nb cavity. The actual caxis will deviate from the physical axis of sapphire rod with a maximum 0.5° angle.
While mounting the sapphire, there is a possibility that the sapphire's physical axis
will not be coincident with the axis of Nb cavity. There is an angle between the c-axis
of sapphire and the axis of cylindrical Nb cavity, marked as a in Figure 4.7. The
MicroWave Studio simulation results show that with 0.2 mm gap between sample and
cavity, the quality factor of TE011 mode drops from 1.2x 10 14 with

a

= 0 degree

to

3.13x 10 11 with a= 1 degree, both are much higher than the quality factor dominated
by the surface resistance of Nb, indicating that the tilting effect of crystal orientation
is negligible in the SIC system.

4.6. Choke Joints
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In order to prevent RF power leakage from the gap between sample plate and
cavity, two choke joints are used. The choke joints are designed for 7.4 GHz, with IJ4
(about I em) in depth. The inner choke has an inner diameter of 25.4 mm and an
outer diameter of 31.75 mm, the second choke has an inner diameter of 38.1 mm and
an outer diameter of 44.45 mm.

4. 7. TE 011 Mode Identification
SIC system uses an "open gap" design to separate the sample plate from the Nb
cavity, so that we can measure rf induced heat accurately, this also gives us benefit on
TE011 mode identification. By tuning the gap between cavity and sample plate, the
resonant frequency can be tuned. Based on MAFIA simulation (by Haipeng Wang),
MWS simulation (by Frank Marhauser) and Superfish simulation, we get the value of
tuning sensitivity as 20 Hz/nm. Figure 4.8 shows the simulation and experimental
(room temperature and 4 K) results of tuning sensitivity of TE011 mode. They are in
good agreement, given confidence that the particular resonant mode at 7.4 GHz is the
TEo 11 mode.

4.8. RF Control Circuit
The RF control circuit for the SIC system is shown in Figure 4.9. More details
are shown in Appendix E. It uses a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) configured in
a phase locked loop (PLL) scheme. A double balance mixer is used to compare the
RF phase of a signal from the VCO with the transmitted signal from the cavity. The
output voltage from the IF port of the double balance mixer is directly related to the
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difference between VCO output frequency and cavity resonant frequency. This output
voltage is then used to tune the VCO and force it follow the cavity resonant frequency.
This RF control circuit can work either in CW mode or in pulsed mode, controlled by
the RF pin diode switch.
With certain DC voltage, VCO will give us a resonant rf power:

This signal will be sent into the cavity after passing through a directional coupler,
attenuator, pin diode switch and some amplifiers. The signal that we send into the
cavity can be showed as below:
V,m·u,·-input (t)

= k AVo sin( ax)

kA is the amplitude changed by those components that the signal passes through.
One can treat the cavity as an LRC circuit and get the output signal from the
cavity [51]:

here f = ~,
2Tr

~~ = / 0 - f

and fo is the characteristic frequency of cavity. We

should notice due to the pressure change in the Dewar the fo will have small
fluctuation during the low temperature test.
The output signal will pass through an amplifier and a directional coupler and
then input into the RF port of a mixer:
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kB is the amplitude changed by those components that the signal passes through.
The output from VCO will pass through two directional couplers and a phase
shifter, then it will be sent into the LO port of a mixer:

kc is the amplitude changed by those components that the signal passes through
and ¢ is the phase changed by the phase shifter.
A) DC output from mixer
When we mix these two signals in a double balanced mixer, the DC component
(after a low pass filter) of the output should be:

v()/1/

= ~

'
kv-'
kv0
"' °
COS(Ij/- f/J) =
"' 1 (cos¢+ tan lj/Sin f/J)
1+ tan ~ 'I'
1+ tan 2 'I'

Where k 111 = kA xk 8 xkc xkn, ko is the amplitude change of the diodes in the
double balanced mixer with per volt unit.

4f

If

Is

small,

even

smaller

comparing

with

fFwHM

•

that

1s

D.f << _[_ = frwuM , which also means tan ljl << 1, we get:
2Q 1,
2

Vm = k Y0 2 (cos¢+ tanljlsin¢) = k,V0 \cos¢+ 2
1

11

l:lf

sin¢)

jfWHM

Which indicates that the DC output of the mixer is proportional to the difference
between cavity resonant frequency and YCO output frequency.
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We should also notice this will not always be true since 6f may be comparable
to or even larger thanfFwHM while YCO output frequency f is close to cavity resonant
frequency fo.
B) Equilibrium status, mixer output voltage, frequency difference and tuning
sensitivity
The tuning voltage of VCO can be calculated by set ¢J =

Jt .

2

Physically this could

be achieved by tuning the phase shifter adjacent to VCO. We have,
2

kVc) tan lfl
vlll,f = I + tan 2 f/1 + Vvc
Here Vue is the DC offset, k = km

xk~:

and kE is the amplitude change by those

components that the signal passes through from the mixer DC output to VCO DC
input. So we can get,

Where gv is the tuning sensitivity of YCO,Joc is the center frequency induced by
YDc· Since it is equilibrium status, we have fvco
2

2

4(/- fnc )b.J - 2kVo gv frwuM b.J + ft-wllM

2

= f, so we can get:

f- foe
J

=0

2
k2V 4g 2 _ 4 (/- f_f)c;_/
kVo gv ±
o v
f
So b.f = ft-wliM - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - 4(/- foe)
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C) Determine tuning sensitivity
2

gv

=

2

(j - fnc )(ji·Wl/M + 48f )
2

2k Vo ffwliM 8f

l) V0 is in volts range, determined by VCO output power (design value lldBm,
typical value l3dBm).
2) f- foe should between J2f,.wuM and 4f (or 4f to - J2!,.wuM if t!J.f < 0)
9

3) j 1.w11M is in lOHz range while Qo is 10 and in kHz range while Q 0 is 107 .
4) Assume that S 21 is Gaussian distribution, in this case we will not consider
crosstalk issue.
We know that Gaussian distribution function is
E

= £ 0 exp( (f - ~0 )

2
)

2(r

While E =E(/2, fFwHM

= fo/ Qo, from where we can get CJ = ~

2 2ln2Q0

In order to let the amplitude of cavity output contains 4f information, and
assume in E > E 0/l0 range the signal could be separated from noise level, we have

E = E exp(
()

(j- J:0 )2

20'

2

)

E0
10

>-
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However it is not always true,

4f

could be much more than j 1.w11M • In this case,

the amplitude of cavity output is small, but the phase change still contains

4f

information.
5) k

=k

111

xkH

= kA xk 8 xkc xk/) xkH

kA corresponds to 19 dB gain or 32 dB gain, which means kA=8.9 or 39.8
k 8 corresponds to 29.8 dB gain, which means k 8 =30.9

kc corresponds to -20.7 dB gain, which means kc=0.09
k [) corresponds to the conversion loss of the mixer, which is about 5 dB, we
have k 0 = 0.56.
k 1, equals to l, 2, 5 or I 0, depending on the range we want to choose to amplify

the DC voltage from mixer.
So k could be one of the following design values: 13.86, 27.72, 69.30, 138.61,
61.98, 123.97, 309.91, 619.83.
From the design values above, we get that gv is about 0.008 to 360 Hz/V

4.9. Summary
Cylindrically symmetric cavity operating in a TE011 mode is chosen as the
resonant circuit for the SIC RF system. In such a cavity with this mode, the electric
field lines are simple self-closing rings around the resonator axis and electric field
lines vanish on cavity walls as well as on the sample, if positioned at the lateral end of
the cavity. Moreover, in the ideal geometry, no RF current crosses the joint between
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the sample and the cavity and, with no surface-normal electric fields, electronic
problems such as multipacting and heating due to dark current may be avoided.
Compared to other designs, the SIC system inherits the merits of TE structure cavities
and offers a good solution on the size issue while maintaining the resonant frequency
relatively low. And the unique design of the SIC system guarantees controlled RF
field within the center of the sample, which simplifies the sample and sample holder
structure and ensures the success of the RF-calorimetric combination measurement.
The sample edges and the joint between sample and sample holder are shielded from
high RF fields, therefore anomalous heating from vortex entry at edges is avoided.
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c
D
E
F
G
H

I
J

K

Figure 4.1. SIC system overview. A. Cap for sapphire rod, B. Sapphire rod, C. RF
coupler, D. Nb cavity body, E. TEO II cavity, F. Double choke joints, G. Sample on
top of copper sample holder, H. Stainless steel sample clamp, I. G-10 washer (x6 ), J.
Aluminium bolt (x6), K. Upper and lower thermal insulators, L. Ring heater, M.
Port for vacuum and wires. (Vacuum port of the cavity is not shown), N. Thermal
sensor mounted on spring, O&P. Thermal sensor, Q. Coupler tuning mechanism, R.
Distance tuning mechanism (x3).
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2a
B
L

2R
Figure 4.2. Simplified model of the SIC system with blue color section sapphire and
white color section vacuum.
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Figure 4.3. Magnetic field intensity distribution on the sample surface, normalized to
the peak magnetic field intensity on the cavity.
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gap condition for 2"d generation cavity with 0.06 inch cap, based on SuperFish 20
simulation.
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a
•

a

Figure 4.7. Misalignment of sapphire's physical axis to the axis of Nb cavity, here

a= l 0 degrees is illustrated for visibility only.
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CHAPTERS

SRF Surface Impedance Characterization System
Calorimeter Portion

5. 1. Introduction
Low temperature calorimeters are normally used to measure the chemical
thermodynamic properties of molecular systems [52] and to measure the specific heat
of different materials [53], dealing with heat power in mW range. In this paper, two
calorimeters that cover the whole thermal range of interest for SRF materials, dealing
with peak power from fl W to more than one hundred W with sample temperature up
to 40 K, will be described in detail. A new method, based on a power compensation
technique to measure the induced heat will be introduced. Thermal response of these
two calorimeters under CW operation will be simulated based on 1-D thermal
simulation and compared with calibration experiments. The operating range will be
determined based on both CW operation and pulsed mode operation analysis, and will
be compared with the power range requested by SRF measurements. Factors that may
affect measurement accuracy will be analyzed, and the power measurement accuracy
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will be determined. Finally, sample temperature uniformity will be simulated based
on a 3-D model, and the temperature measurement accuracy will be determined based
on the simulation. All simulations and experiments were performed under equilibrium
conditions with liquid helium bath temperature at 2.00±0.01 K.

5. 2. Description of Apparatus
The SIC system, shown in Figure 4.1, consists of two major parts which come
together at the sample under test. The RF portion shapes and controls the field
presented to the sample surface. The calorimeter portion provides mechanical support
to the sample and provides a controlled thermal conduction path from the sample to
the liquid helium bath to offer a means of measuring the RF power dissipation on the
sample. The design of the RF portion has been described elsewhere [ 15, 47, 48].
Heat generated by the RF field on the sample G or applied by a DC heater on the
copper sample holder below sample G can be conducted away to the bath only via a
stainless steel 304A/OFHC copper thermal path (K in Figure 4.1 ), an OFHC copper
ring, followed by another stainless steel 304A/OFHC copper thermal path K. The
calorimeter version with stainless steel 304A insulators is suitable for high precision
low power measurements, and the one with OFHC copper insulators is the high
power version. Each calorimeter portion of the SIC system was brazed together with
35/65 Au/Cu alloy at I030 °C and then welded to a 6 inch ContlatTM flange. Two
Lakeshore Cernox® thermal sensors are used in the high power version, with one
mounted on the back corner of the copper sample holder (0 in Figure 4.1) and the
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other mounted on a spring-loaded pin to directly measure the temperature on the back
center area of the sample G (N in Figure 4.1 ). For high precision version, only one
Lakeshore Cernox® thermal sensor, mounted on the back corner of the copper sample
holder (0 in Figure 4.1) is used. In the following paragraphs, if not specified, high
power version is used as an example. To extend it to high precision version
application, sensor 0 is used to function as both sensor 0 and sensor N in high power
version.
The sample temperature is feedback-controlled by a 50 n ring heater (Lin Figure
4.1) and sensor 0. Two stainless steel spring-clips are screwed on the back of the
sample holder to hold the heater L tightly to the sample holder. Apiezon® N grease is
applied between the back surface of sample holder and heater Llsensor 0, and also
between sample G and sample holder/sensor N (for high power version only), to
ensure good thermal contact. The cavity interior and calorimeter space are both
evacuated. The cavity is otherwise immersed in 2 K liquid helium during normal
operation. This configuration allows the sample temperature to be controlled
independently of the cavity, ensuring the temperature-dependent properties of the Nb
cavity and sapphire are not confused with temperature-dependent properties of the
sample, and also enabling impedance characterization of higher- Tc materials.
Sample G is clamped onto the sample holder using a stainless steel cap (H in
Figure 4.1 with 6 aluminum bolts (J in Figure 4.1) and 1.7 N-m torque on each of
them. The thermal contraction (L29 3-Lo)/L239 of aluminum is 0.00415, larger than that
of copper (0.00326) or stainless steel (0.00296), which assures good thermal contact
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between sample G and sample holder while cooling down from room temperature to
2 K. G-1 0 washers (I in Figure 4.1) are used to thermally separate aluminum bolts J
from the stainless steel cap H so that thermal leak from the stainless steel cap H to the
bath is minimized.

5. 3. Measurement Method and Operating Range
5.3.1. Measurement Method
RF surface impedance may be calculated using the following expression,
Z'

~!.

=--+trtlll
kB ~
wrn
pk

(1/1,

.f-.1~-J)

(1)

rrr + M

The real part of Zs is the surface resistance, and the imaginary part is the surface
reactance. k and M are geometry-dependent coefficients which can be determined
with RF simulation, and w is the resonant circular frequency.

Bpk

can be derived from

RF measurements. To measure the RF induced heat P,.1 under a certain sample
temperature T condition, RF power is applied to the RF coupler (component C in
Figure 4.1 and field is resonantly built up inside the Nb cavity (component Din Figure
4.1 ). RF induced heat Prf is generated on the sample surface. The sample temperature
is feedback-controlled by heater Land Sensor N with temperature set point at Tusing
Lakeshore TM temperature controller 332. While under equilibrium, the voltage and
current from heater

Vheareri hearer!

and sample holder temperature

Thalder

are measured

using two Keithley® 2000 multimeters and a Lakeshore TM temperature controller
332. Next, with RF off, the sample holder temperature is feedback-controlled by
heater L and sensor 0 with temperature set point at
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Tholder·

While under equilibrium,

the voltage and current from heater

Vhearer2 lhearer2

is calculated from the power difference: P~r =

are measured and RF induced heat

Vhearer2 X hearer2 - Vhearerl X lhearerf·

This

is so called power compensation technique. The surface reactance is calculated from
the dependence of the RF resonant frequency on sample temperature while cavity
temperature remains constant.

5.3.2. Thermal Path Simulations and Measurements
The calorimeter portion of the SIC system can be modeled as a simple 1-D
system, shown in Figure 5 .I.
The temperature on the sample holder may be calculated from:

(2)
Tharh

is the liquid helium bath temperature.

Tholder

is the equilibrium temperature

of the sample holder. k(T) is the thermal conductivity of the thermal insulator, which
can be found from reference [54]. L1 and L2 are the lengths, and S1 and S2 are the
cross section area of the upper and lower thermal insulators shown as K in Figure 4.1.
P is the sum of heat generated by the RF field on the sample G (P,.1) and applied on

the DC heater L (Pheater).
Using this model, the calculated

Tholdn

under different

Prf+Phearer

for both high

power and high precision versions are plotted as red dots on Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3.
respectively.
Calibration experiments were performed using a 50 mm diameter, 3 mm thick
Nb disk sample with heater and sensor attached to the top surface, the area normally
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exposed to RF field, with heater right in the center and sensor I em away from the
center. Power was separately applied to the heater on the sample and to heater L. The
temperature of the sample holder was measured from sensor 0. The results for the
high power version are shown in Figure 5.2 and for the high precision version are
shown in Figure 5.3.

5.3.3. Pulsed Mode Operation
In both high precision and high power calorimeters, pulsed mode RF operation is
preferred for high field measurements to reduce the average RF induced heat on the
sample. DC heater power compensation is then used to measure the average RF
induced heat. For the high precision calorimeter, working in pulsed mode is essential
since the continuous wave mode is operationally limited to less than 4 mT magnetic
flux at 2.2 K for BCS-limited Nb with bath temperature at 2 K because the high
thermal impedance of the stainless steel pushes the sample temperature up with less
than I m W of RF heating.
Presently, the RF time constant of the TEo11 cavity is 0.2 ms. In pulsed mode, the
time length of RF "on" (t 1) should be long enough to allow the field to be built up.
The field can reach 95% of its maximum within 0.6 ms. A 2 ms (or more) time length
is chosen for RF "on" to ensure the field reaches maximum and keep it for another
1.4 ms. The thermal time constants of both calorimeter systems are more than I 0 s.
The time length of RF "off' (t2) for pulsed mode operation must be short enough to
keep the sample temperature adequately stable. We use t 2 < 0.2 s to ensure that the
temperature difference between sample and bath is adequately stable to be used for
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average heat flow measurements. The duty factor (D, = ttf(t,+t2)) of the SIC system in
pulsed mode could then be I% to 100%.
With a square wave transistor-transistor logic (TTL) control signal, the forward
RF power will also be square wave modulated, but the stored energy will have
exponentially rising and falling edges. The RF induced heat is proportional to the
transmitted power, assuming linear losses. Since t 1h >> r, the average RF induced
heat over one duty cycle

Prr-avc

will be:

(3)
The average RF induced heat can be calculated from the maximum RF induced
heat times the duty factor. Surface resistance may then be calculated from:

(4)

R

.\

While in CW mode, D 1 = 1 and the above equation becomes the real part of
equation ( l ).

5.3.4. Operating Range
The sample temperature, starting at a temperature slightly higher than the 2 K
liquid helium bath temperature at 2.1 K and may be raised arbitrarily to I 0 K or 40 K
to measure Nb samples or samples with higher critical temperature like MgB 2• Using
Nb as an example, with I0- 7-I0-1

n

surface resistance under RF magnetic field at

0.5-200 mT, the RF induced heat ranges from 0.1 mW to 22 W. The power range
requested by SRF sample characterization is plotted in Figure 5.4 using dotted lines.
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Based on the experimental results in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, and the analysis on
pulsed mode operation, the operation range for both version calorimeters are also
determined and plotted in Figure 5.4.
With a helium bath temperature of 2.00 K, the heat needed for sample
temperature increase to 2.10 K is 0.17 m W for the high precision calorimeter. With
0.1 mW RF induced heat, 0.07 mW power is required from heater L to compensate
the power required for sample holder temperature increase to 2.10 K for the high
precision calorimeter. With a 30 mW CW power, or 1% duty factor pulsed mode with
a 3 W peak power, the sample temperature of high precision version would go up to
10 K. For high power calorimeter, a 0.15 W average power is needed for sample
temperature increase to 2.50 K, with a temperature increase of 5 mK at the sample
holder. With the pulsed mode operation of RF system, the maximum RF induced heat
may be as high as 15 W at 2.50 K for the high power version with 1% duty factor to
cover measurements under high magnetic fields and low sample temperatures. With a
22 W average power, sample temperature for the high power version will go up to
24 K. Similar analysis could be done for liquid helium bath at 1.8 K and for other
SRF materials, with the conclusion that these two calorimeter systems cover the
whole thermal range of interest for SRF materials.

5. 4. Power Measurement Accuracy Analysis
•

Thermal leak from instrumentation wires
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Some power may flow out to the liquid helium bath via unintentional paths like
the wires for heater and sensors.
For both heater and sensors, four-wire sensing is used to precisely measure the
resistance and power. Wires for heaters with 1.5 x

w- 3 cm 2 cross section area, and for

sensors with 4x I o- cm 2 are used, with the same length at 40 em. Considering the
4

thermal conductivity of 30 RRR Cu at less than 0.1 Watt/cm/K [54], the total thermal
conductance of wires is 15 JlWatt/K.
The designed thermal path consists of two rings, one with 4.7 em inner diameter,
5.1 em outer diameter and 2.2 em in height, and another with 7.0 em inner diameter,
7.3 em outer diameter and 1.4 em in height. The total thermal conductance of the
thermal path is 1.5 mW/K for high precision version and 2.96 Watt/K for high power
version, more than 100 times the thermal conductance of all wires. The thermal
conduction loss from wires is negligible.
•

Thermal leak from radiation
The thermal radiation from the sample, assummg it is perfect black body, ts

P = aAT 4 . u is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, A is the sample surface area.

Even in the extreme condition of 40 K sample temperature operation, thermal
radiation is only about 3 x 10-4 Watt for both high precision version and high power
version. The thermal radiation is less than 0.1% of the RF induced/heat power
required for the sample to stay at the same temperature condition, which is calculated
to be 0.73 Watt for high precision version based on the method above. For high
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power version, this percentage is extremely small. The thermal radiation leak can be
ignored in both versions.
•

Additional heat from thermal sensors
The drive current for the thermal sensors induces a small amount of heat. These

current are I !-!A and IOO !-!A for Cernox® cx-1050 (-10000 nat 2 K) and cx-1010
(-200 nat 2 K) sensors. The power thus generated is in tens of nW range for cx-I 050
and in several !-!W range for cx-1010. The driving power of thermal sensors is thus
negligible compared with the RF induced power.
•

Control and measurement accuracy on heater power
The control accuracy of power source in Lakeshore™ temperature controller
332 is better than I f.!W [55]. The measurement accuracy on heater voltage and
current is better than 0.1 mY and 0.01 rnA [56]. The control and measurement
accuracy on heater power is thus better than l %.

•

Experimental results on power accuracy
The power measurement error of this power compensation technique may be

estimated based on the results of the calibration experiments in Figure 5.2 and Figure
5.3. With constant temperature on sensor 0, this relative error is the difference
between the power from heater L and from the heater on sample, divided by the
power from heater L. The calibration experiments indicate this error to be within 2.7%
for high power version with sample temperature up to 24 K and within 1.2% for high
precision version with sample temperature up to I 0 K. This accuracy is comparable to
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the low temperature calorimeters for specific heat measurement, which normally give
errors from 1% to 6% [53].

5. 5. Temperature Measurement Accuracy Analysis
In our application, the RF induced power is strongly related to the SRF sample
temperature, especially the sample temperature in the center area [ 15]. To evaluate the
temperature uniformity on the sample surface, the thermal contact resistance between
the sample and sample holder has been experimentally characterized and applied to
an ANSYS™ model. The temperature distribution on sample surface was then
modeled for both calorimeter versions. Based on the simulation results, the
temperature differences between the area that exposed to high magnetic flux density
on sample top surface and the point that the sample temperature has been measured
have been evaluated to get the temperature measurement accuracy.

5.5.1. Thermal Contact Resistance Between Sample and Sample
Holder
As discussed above, thermal contact resistance between sample and sample
holder (E in Figure 4.1) does not affect the power compensation measurement.
However, this resistance will affect the temperature distribution on the sample under
different heat flow conditions. This resistance is affected by the pressure applied on
sample and sample holder, and also some other effects such as surface roughness of
the sample and sample holder, the interstitial material applied between them, and
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potential surface deformation during cool down. In our case, a I. 7 N-m torque has
been applied to each aluminum bolt to get repeatable 8900 N total force on sample
6

and 4.4x I 0 Pa pressure between sample and sample holder for every test. The
resistance was further lowered with Apiezon® N grease applied and additional
pressure from the contraction of aluminum bolts during cool down. Its value was
estimated based on the experimental results from the high power calorimeter, shown
in Figure 5.2, which shows the temperature on the top surface of the sample, on the
bottom surface of the sample (Sensor N), and on the bottom of sample holder (Sensor
0) while applying different heater power on the sample top surface. The temperature

difference between sensor N and 0 allows one to calculate the thermal contact
resistance between the sample and the sample holder under the conditions mentioned
above.
Figure 5.5 shows the observed thermal contact resistance R versus temperature T.
The results are fitted with the function 1/R = 4.44 x 105 x T- 5.08 x 105 with R in
cm-cm-K/W and Tin K.

5.5.2. Power Distribution on Sample
In the SIC system, the RF power dissipation is confined within the central 2 em
dia. area of the sample. Based on the RF simulation using Microwave Studio™ [I I],
the normalized RF induced power distribution on sample is plotted in Figure 5.6,
assuming uniform RF surface resistance on sample. The high power region, with
power density higher than 60% of the maximum value on the sample, has an area of
2

0.8cm.
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5.5.3. Temperature Distribution on Sample
An ANSYS™ model, shown in Figure 5.7, has been constructed to simulate the
temperature distribution on the sample, using the cryogenic thermal conductivity data
of Nb, OFHC Cu and Stainless Steel 304A from reference [54] and the thermal
conductivity data of the interlayer between sample and sample holder from above.
The initial temperature applied on this model is 2.000 K, which is our customary
liquid helium bath temperature. The temperature on the bottom ring of this model has
been set to be constant at 2.000 K since it is exposed to liquid helium, while the rest
of the surface area on this model is under vacuum. The heat flux distribution plotted
in Figure 5.6 has been applied to a center portion of the sample top surface with 2 em
in diameter, which is the area that exposed to RF field.
The simulation results of the temperature distribution on the sample surface for
the high precision and high power versions are shown in Figure 5.8. In the high
precision version within the high power dissipation region shown in Figure 5.6, the
temperature variation is less than 10 mK under 30 m W RF power and 9.112 K peak
sample temperature. For the high power version calorimeter the temperature
distribution is less uniform. Within the high power dissipation region, the temperature
variation is within 0.4 K under 2.2 W RF power and 7.25 K peak sample temperature.
With a smaller RF power of 0.03 W, the peak sample temperature is 2.26 K, with a
10 mK temperature variation in the same region. The simulation result for the high
power version calorimeter deviates from the experimental result (line I) shown in
Figure 5.2 within 1 K since in the simulation the power distribution condition differs
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from that in the experiment. Simulating a uniform power distribution on the central
2 em dia. area yields results quite close to the calibration test measurements.

5.5.4. Temperature Measurement Accuracy
For the high precision version, the sample temperature is measured from sensor 0.
Figure 5.9 shows the measurement error of the sample temperature under different
equilibrium sample temperatures. This error is calculated from the temperature
difference between sample top surface and sample holder for the high precision
version while power was separately applied to the heater on the sample top surface
and heater L, shown in Figure 5.3. From Figure 5.9 one observes that the temperature
difference between sample top surface and sample holder bottom surface, is within
the accuracy of Lakeshore Cernox®

sensor at ±5 mK [57]. Based on the above

ANSYS™ simulation, the temperature of the bottom of sample holder, measured
from sensor 0, is 30 mK lower than the highest temperature on sample top surface at

9.112 K with 30 mW power. A similar simulation with 0.1 mW power and 2.195 K
sample top surface temperature yields a temperature difference of only 4 mK. The
temperature measurement accuracy ranges from 5 mK to 30 mK with sample
temperature ranges from 2.2 K to 9.1 K.
For the high power version, the sample temperature is measured directly from the
back center of the sample. This measured temperature is lower than the highest
temperature on the sample top surface, with a value at 0.03 K and 0.18 K for highest
temperature on the sample top surface at 2.26 K and 7.25 K, with the assumption that
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all 0.03 W power and 2.2 W power, respectively, come from the sample top surface.
This measurement error is caused by the relatively low thermal conductivity of Nb
comparing with that of Cu, the material for thermal impedance in high power version.
In the case that part of the power comes from the heater L,

Vheaterl

and

hreaterl

in the

power compensation measurement are not zero, this error is reduced. Further
simulation with surface resistance varying with sample temperature gives an error
additional to the above analysis within l 0 mK for the high power version calorimeter
with 2.2 W power.

5. 6. Summary
A power compensation technique has been established to measure RF induced
power on 5 em disk samples and applied to the high precision version and the high
power version calorimeters for the SIC system in JLab to cover the whole thermal
range of interest for SRF materials. Within this range, the error in power
compensation measurement is less than 1.2% and 2.7% for the high precision and
high power versions, respectively. The error in temperature measurement ranges from
5 mK to 30 mK, with sample temperature ranges from 2.2 K to 9.1 K for the high
precision version, and ranges from 0.03 K to 0.18 K, with sample temperature ranges
from 2.26 K to 7.25 K for the high power version. Ansys TM simulation shows a
uniform temperature distribution on the high precision version, with l 0 mK
maximum temperature difference in the high power region for peak sample
temperature at 9.1 K, and a reduced uniformity for the high power version, with this
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value at 0.4 K for peak sample temperature at 7.25 K. All above measurements and
simulations are done with liquid helium bath temperature at 2.00 K. Both versions
have the ability to accept bulk superconductors and thin film superconducting
samples with a variety of substrate materials such as AI, Al203 , Cu, MgO, Nb and Si.
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Figure 5.1. Simplified thermal model of calorimeter system. A. Sample, B. Sample
Holder, C. OFHC copper ring, D. Liquid helium bath, E. Thermal contact impedance
between sample and sample holder, F. Thermal impedance of the upper insulator, G.
Thermal impedance of the lower insulator.
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Figure 5.2. For the high power calorimeter, temperature on the top surface of sample
(line l ), on sensor N (line 2) and on sensor 0 (line 3) shown in Figure 4.1 as a
function of heater power on the top surface of sample, with temperature on sensor 0
(line 4, shorter than line 3) as a function of heater power from heater L. Red dots
show the calculation results based on the l-D model.
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Figure 5.3. For the high precision calorimeter, temperature on the top surface of
sample (green line), on sensor 0 shown Figure 4.1 as a function of heater power on
the top surface of sample (orange line), with temperature on sensor 0 as a function of
heater power from heater L (blue line). The above three lines are overlapped together.
Red dots show the calculation results based on the 1-D model.
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power (black) version calorimeters as a function of sample temperature.
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Figure 5.6. RF induced heat distribution on sample.
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1 em

0

1.5

3 em

Figure 5.7. Ansys™ model of calorimeter system with materials: •
•

(orange) Cu, •

(dark blue) Nb,

(gray) Stainless steel/Cu for high precision/high power version,

• (purple) lnterlayer between the sample and the sample holder.
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Figure 5.8. Temperature distribution on the 2 em dia. center area of sample top
surface for (a) high precision calorimeter with 30 mW power and (b) high power
calorimeter with 2.2 W power, both powers are applied to RF-exposed central area.
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CHAPTER6

SRF Surface Impedance Characterization System Data Acquisition and Analysis

6.1. Surface Impedance Characterization
6.1.1. Calculation

As shown in Chapter 5, the surface impedance can be calculated from equation:
Z -

p•f

., - kB

,,.

.

2

+ lOJflo

(A .
"i

+

.t' - .t'u'f

M

)

The real part is the surface resistance, and the imaginary part is the surface
reactance. Prt is the RF induced heat power, k and M are geometry-dependent
coefficients, and co is the resonant circular frequency. P,.t is measured using the power
compensation technique in Chapter 5.

6.1.2. Surface Resistance

Equation (1) is used to derive the surface resistance:
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(l)

B(S) is the magnetic flux density distribution on the sample. In the
approximation of uniform Rs over the sample, this can be rewritten as:

(2)
Where k is a modal geometry-dependent parameter and

(3)

Under specific steady-state operating conditions, one may determine the resonant
stored energy from RF power measurements. The ratio Bpk to .JU is best established
by available RF structure modeling codes. Stored energy may be calculated from
equation (4):

(4)
P1 is forward power, P,. is reflected power, with minus/plus for input coupler with
under/over coupled, r is the decay time measured from the free decay of transmitted
power.
Using Microwave Studio® (MWS) for such a calculation with a 0.01 em gap
between the cavity/sapphire and the sample surface, the values fork and Bpi/sqrt(U)
given in Table 6.1 were obtained.

6.1.3. Surface Reactance
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The resonant frequency of the TE011 mode of the cavity can be tuned by adjusting
the gap between the cavity/sapphire and the sample. The ratio of the frequency
change to the gap length is the mechanical tuning sensitivity M. The change of
surface reactance, as the sample temperature is varied, is proportional to the change
of penetration depth, which can be derived from changes of the resonant frequency
with all other factors constant. The mechanical tuning sensitivity M is also used to do
TEo11 mode verification, the detailed analysis is in Section 4.2.6.
Since the resonant frequency is also sensitive to temperature and pressure
changes external to the sample under test, stability is maximized by regulating the
helium bath pressure to 21.5±0.5 torr while varying the sample temperature and using
less than I 0 J.! W RF power for the reactance measurement.

6.2. System Measurement Range, Accuracy and Resolution
6.2.1. System Measurement Range

The high thermal impedance of stainless steel provides very good sensitivity to
the thermal system. Combined with the Cernox® sensors, it enables detection of I
J.! W power applied on the sample/sample holder. This high thermal impedance,

however, also constrains the stable heat load and thus limits the peak magnetic flux
density supportable in CW measurements. In pulsed mode, the duty factor is set to be
in l% to 100% range, as described in 5.3.3. Figure 6.1 shows the projected
measurement range of the present SIC system with high precision version calorimeter.
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Solid lines show the anticipated conduction-limited operation at equilibrium
temperature with bath temperature at 1.8 K. The high power version calorimeter with
OFHC copper as the thermal insulator is being commissioned to overcome the
conduction limitation and to cover the critical field of Nb from 2 K to 9 Kat 7.5 GHz.
The measurement range of SIC with high power version calorimeter is shown in
Figure 6.2 with bath temperature at 2.0 K.
In order to approach 180 mT in CW mode, it will be necessary to improve the
cavity's quality factor to 1Ox and use a 200 Watt RF source. A new version Nb cavity
is developed, which is fully demountable from other components to enable surface
processing that is routinely applied to SRF cavities in order to achieve a better quality
factor. The achieved highest quality factor to date has been limited to 3x l 0

7

.

With 22 watt and 300 watt available power from two TWT amplifiers, and
assuming the quality factor is 3x I 0 7 under higher field, the cavity has the ability to
achieve peak magnetic tlux densities up to 32 mT and 97 mT, respectively, without
considering the power loss in the cable, shown in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 with
dashed lines. BCS resistance[58, 59] and lower critical field[59, 60] of MgB 2, Nb 3Sn
and NbN at 7.5 GHz and different temperature are labeled in Figure 6.1 and Figure
6.2 to illustrate potential applications of the SIC system.

6.2.2. System measurement accuracy

From the previous section, the surface resistance can be determined from the
expression:
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(5)

V2 and h are the voltage and current of the heater on the sample holder without
RF power applied on the sample, while V1 and 11 are those with RF power. Two
Keithley® 2000 multimeters are used to measure the voltage and current of heater
power. Gigatronics® 8541C RF power meters with 80301A power sensors are used to
measure forward, reflected and transmitted power. A Lakeshore® 332 temperature
controller is used to control the sample temperature. It reads the temperature from a
Cernox® sensor attached on the sample holder then via feedback controls the heater
that is also attached on the sample holder. The accuracy of surface resistance
measurements depends on the measurement accuracy of each term. Assuming
uncorrelated standard errors, then:

(6)
As discussed in Chapter 5, for high precision version calorimeter, the error in
temperature measurement ranges from 5 mK to 30 mK, with sample temperature
ranges from 2.2 K to 9.1 K, and for high power version calorimeter, this error ranges
from 0.03 K to 0.18 K, with sample temperature ranges from 2.26 K to 7.25 K. The
error in power compensation measurement is less than 1.2% and 2.7% for the high
precision and high power versions, respectively. The error of peak RF field
measurement, comes from the limited accuracy of RF power meters, is normally
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within 5%. The error in surface resistance measurement is estimated to be within 13%
for the SIC system with both version calorimeters.

6.2.3. System resolution
With the BCS resistance of Nb at 7.4 GHz and 2 K of about 600 nO, the
resolution of surface resistance measurements will be limited mainly by the RF
measurements (!JP1 and !JPr) to about 5%, which is 30 nO. Using the Cemox®
sensors, one can detect a 1 mK temperature variation. From the thermal analysis
above, this temperature change typically corresponds to 1 11W power change on the
sample at 2 K and 6 11W at 9 K. For other materials that have a lower BCS resistance
than Nb, such as NbN and Nb3Sn, the resolution will be limited mainly by the
calorimeter. Corresponding surface resistance resolution can be derived from the
above formula. In a typical measurement with more than 5 mT applied magnetic flux
density, the RF surface resistance resolution will be 1.1 nO at 2 K and 6.6 nO at 9 K.
The fluctuation of sample temperature will also change the BCS resistance, within
4% for I 0 mK fluctuation at 2 K sample temperature.

6.3. Automated Lab View Program for Surface Impedance
Measurement
6.3.1. Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) Feedback Control on
Temperature
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A LakeShoreTM 332 temperature controller has been used to precisely control
the sample/sample holder temperature. Automated PID with "zone tuning" has been
applied to minimize the time needed for the system to stabilize at the setup
temperature points. The detailed PID values for different temperature zone with
temperature up to 50 K are listed in Table 6.2.

6.3.2. Automated Lab View TM Program for Surface Reactance
Measurement
A fully automated Lab View TM program has been written to get the surface
reactance, along with loaded quality factor versus sample temperature, while cavity
temperature stays at bath temperature, normally at 2 K. This program communicates
with SIC instruments and automatically collect data from LakeShore™ 218
temperature monitor, LakeShore™ 332 temperature controller, two Keithley™ digital
multi meters that measure the heaters' current and voltage on copper plate, separately,
and Agilent™ E5071 C Network Analyzer with frequency ranges up to 9 GHz. All the
data is saved in files formatted in the following way: C:\data\SIC\[yyyymm]\SICenvironment[yyyy-mm-dd-hhrnm

AM/PM].txt.

The

LakeShore™

332

temperature controller uses automated PID control with zone tuning mentioned above.
The tlow chart of this program is shown in Figure 6.3 and the Lab View TM front panel
is shown in Figure 6.4.
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6.3.3. Automated Lab ViewTM Program for Surface Resistance
Measurement
This program helps to communicate with SIC instruments and collect data from
LakeShore™ 218 temperature monitor, LakeShore™ 332 temperature controller,
three Gigatronics TM 8541 C single input digital power meters that measure forward,
reflected and transmitted power, two Keithley™ digital multi meters that measure the
heaters' current and voltage on copper plate, separately, and the Agilent™ E8663D
signal generator. The above data is saved in files formatted in the following way:
C:\data\SIC\[yyyy-mm]\SICenvironment[yyyy-mm-dd-hhmm

AM/PM].txt.

The

LabView™ front panel is shown in Figure 6.5. Cooperation from Grigory Eremeev
was highly appreciated during the development of these two Lab View™ programs.

6.4. Data Analysis Based on BCS Surface Impedance
Fitting
A surface impedance fitting program was developed based on G. Ciovati 's BCS
surface resistance and reactance program SuperFit [26]. The graphic user interface of
this program is shown in Figure 6.6. It uses one set of micro parameters to fit both
surface resistance and surface reactance simultaneously. The input file format for this
program is attached in Appendix F.

6.5. Measurements on Bulk Nb Samples
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6.5.1. Sample Preparation

In order to test two bulk Nb samples, a 0.2 mm thick polycrystalline and large
grain Nb coupons were brazed onto 2 mm thick Cu pieces using 50/50 Cui Au alloy at
995 °C, and then flattened and etched 20 11m in a I: I :2 buffered chemical polish
(BCP) solution of HF (49% wt),

HNO:~

(69% wt), and H3 P04 (85% wt) at room

temperature using setup in Figure 6.7. These Nb-on-Cu samples were mounted onto
the Cu sample holder using Ga:In:Sn I: I: I in volume as the thermo-bonder without
using the stainless steel cap.

6.5.2. Transition Temperature
A vector network analyzer was used to measure the sample temperature
dependence on the resonance frequency of the cavity, as well as its loaded Q. A
transition temperature of 9.25±0.05 K was measured for the polycrystalline Nb, and
9.26±0.0 I K for the large grain Nb sample.

6.5.3. Surface Reactance

From the measurement of the dependence of resonance frequency of the cavity
on the sample temperature, one can derive the change of surface reactance versus
temperature. Surface reactances of polycrystalline and large grain Nb samples have
been measured using the method described above and results are shown in Figure 6.8.

6.5.4. Surface Resistance
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Surface resistances of polycrystalline and large grain Nb samples have been
measured using the method described in 6.1.2, with peak fields between 0.7 mT and
2.3 mT . Results are shown in Figure 6.9. Surface resistance measured here includes
BCS resistance and residual resistance.
Measurement under pulsed mode with peak fields higher than 2.3 mT has also
been performed. The results are shown in Figure 6. I0. Rs measurements with peak
surface magnetic field of up to 14 mT were obtained. This was limited by the
available RF power source (22 watts).

6.5.5. Fitting Results
Using SuperFit 2.0,

least~squares multi~parameter

fits with Tc fixed at 9.25 K for

polycrystalline Nb and at 9.26 K for large grain Nb, and the BCS resistance portion of
this fit are also shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9.
For the large grain Nb sample brazed on Cu substrate with Tc = 9.26 K, the
suggested parameters are NkTc = 1.84, London penetration depth = 36 nm, coherence
length = 33 nm, mean free path = 256 nm, penetration depth at 0 K = 45 nm and
residual resistance = 1.5

Jln.

For the polycrystalline Nb sample brazed on Cu substrate with Tc = 9.25 K, the
suggested parameters are NkTc = 1.85, London penetration depth= 49 nm, Coherence
length

=40 nm, mean

free path = 397 nm and residual resistance= 3.3
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Jln.

One expects the surface resistance at 7.4 GHz of typical bulk niobium to be
dominated by BCS to temperatures as low as 2 K. The fit for this data suggests a
residual resistance as high as 3.3

~n

and 1.5

~n

for polycrystalline and large grain

Nb, respectively, higher than expected. The high residual resistance may come from
the complex procedure of the sample preparation described above.
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Table 6.1. Key Parameters to Derive Surface Impedance

Tuning
Sensitivity M
[Hz/nm]

k[~]
O.T'

-20

3.7xl07

~r;;l
0.359

100

Table 6.2. PID values for different temperature zone with temperature up to
50 K.

Temperature
Zone [K]

p

I

D

Power
range

< 2.3

0.2

20

100

Low

2.3-3.4

1.0

50

100

Low

3.4-9.9

5.0

50

100

Low

9.9-14.9

10.0

50

100

Low

14.9-19.9

20.0

50

100

Low

19.9-36.9

6.0

20

100

Medium

36.9-50

8.0

20

100

Medium
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Figure 6.3. Surface reactance measurement flow chart.
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Figure 6.7. Setup for I: I :2 buffered chemical polish (BCP) solution of HF (49% wt),
HN03 (69% wt), and H3P04 (85% wt) on bulk Nb brazed on Cu substrate.
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CHAPTER7

SRF Surface Impedance Characterization on MgB 2
Thin Films

7.1. Introduction
SRF accelerating cavities for particle accelerators made from bulk niobium (Nb)
materials are the state-of-art facilities for exploring frontier physics. The maximum
accelerating gradient of Nb SRF resonant cavities has been pushed to 52 MV/m for a
single-cell cavity with quality factor higher than 10 10 at 1.3 GHz and 2 K temperature
[ 61], approaching the theoretical limit of Nb. Superconductors with surface resistance
lower than, and superheating critical field higher than, those of Nb are of great
interest for SRF applications. Magnesium diboride (MgB2), discovered to be a
superconductor by Nagamatsu et al in 2001 [62], is under investigation for possible
future use in SRF applications.
MgB 2 is a binary compound that contains hexagonal boron (B) layers separated
by close-packed magnesium (Mg) layers. It has a high critical temperature, T 0 around
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-39-40 K [63], nearly twice as high as the next highest binary superconductor's Tc
(Nb3Ge at 23 K), which suggests possible applications at temperatures higher than

2 K, the current typical operation temperature of Nb cavities. MgB2 has two energy
gaps, with a Jr-band at 2.3 meV and a a-band at 7.1 meV [64]. At a temperature much
lower than its critical temperature, the BCS surface resistance

R.

1 -

(Aa/!f)exp( -11/kbT)

is dominated by the Jr-band, with A a material parameters-dependent coefficient. The
BCS surface resistance of MgB2 could potentially be much lower than that of Nb
considering that Nb's energy gap is 1.5 meV. The coherence length of MgB 2 is about
5 nm. Experiments reveal that the grain boundaries of MgB2 do exhibit suppression of
supercurrent density [65, 66] in DC applications. However, in SRF applications, a
MgB2 film with large grain size is preferred because grain boundaries in the t11m
could cause strong pinning,

which would lead to high field Q drop [67]. RF

penetration depth is 100-200 nm at temperatures below 5 K in applications in the
GHz range. To shield most of the applied RF field, a film with several hundred nm
thickness is preferred, which makes quality control harder. Compared to Nb, MgB 2
has a smaller lower critical field Hc1 and a larger upper critical field Hc2. which are
determined by its penetration depth and coherence length, respectively. The
superheating critical field ofMgB2, calculated from Hsh = 0.7S.JHc 1 Hc 2 [17, 68], is

170-1000 mT depending on the field's direction [63], which suggests that it might be
possible to achieve 200 MY /m gradient [69]. MgB 2 is also an attractive choice for
multilayer film coatings to benefit from the lower surface resistance, which was
proposed by Gurevich [70].
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While past research has largely focused on polycrystalline MgB2 [71], this study
was initiated to reveal a relationship between thickness and SRF performance of
single crystal MgB 2. High quality MgB2 films were grown epitaxially on C-plane
sapphire substrates,

AhO.~(OOO I),

with a HPCVD technique [72, 73] and was

characterized by EBSD with Pole Figures (PFs) for microstructure. We conducted a
novel surface impedance characterization [ 15, 48] for films with 200 nm and 350 nm
thickness. The SIC testing of SRF properties was set at 7.4 GHz, under different
temperatures and applied fields with higher resolution than previous works [74-76].

7 .2. Experimental details
The principles of the HPCVD system were described in reference [72, 73]. The
system has been modified to accommodate 5 em substrate for potential SRF
application. The system was pumped down below Io- 2 Torr. Then UHP hydrogen was
introduced to flush the system. Deposition was conducted in a hydrogen atmosphere
of 40 Torr to prevent oxidation. The substrate, along with Mg pellets placed nearby
on the substrate heater, was heated to 750 °C, when the Mg pellets melted and a high
Mg vapor pressure was generated near the substrate. A flow of 40 seem diborane gas
mixture (5% concentration in hydrogen) was then introduced. Diborane decomposed
in the hot space near the substrate heater to provide active B atoms, which reacted
with Mg vapor to form MgB2 and deposit on the substrate. The growth rate is
measured by etching step on the film with concentrated Hydrogen Chloride acid. A
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Veeco dektak 150 surface profiler is used. The thicknesses are 200±15 nm and
350±30 nm for 4 min and 7 min deposition time, respectively.
Three 5 em dia. samples have been fabricated for SRF property characterization,
with two at 200 nm thickness (labeled as MgB 2-200-I and MgB 2-200-II) and one at
350 nm thickness (labeled as MgB2-350). Small samples with I xI cm 2 size and
350 nm thickness have been fabricated for surface characterization. Typical 5 em dia.
MgB 2 films grown under similar deposition conditions show a RMS surface
roughness of 10 nm [77].
In previous studies [72, 73], XRD Bragg-Brentano survey (8-28 scan), and

qJ-

scan on the MgB2 { 1,1 ,-2,0} crystals plane were conducted to reveal the films'
microstructure. Those XRD survey suggested that the MgB 2 films had epitaxially
grown on SiC or C-plane sapphire crystals. The epitaxial relationship complies with
crystallographic relationship: MgB 2(000 I)/I SiC(OOO I) or A}z03 (000 I).
Besides utilizing XRD, which probes a depth of about one micron, Electron
backscattering diffraction (EBSD) technique was used in this work to investigate
microstructure of the films' topmost layer, in depth of 40 nm, to ensure that the
collected information comes from the MgB2 film only and contains no information
from substrate. The EBSD system applied in this study that made by EDAX-TSL™
company is installed on an Amray™ SEM. The EBSD setup is equipped with TSLOIM™ software to acquire and index the crystallographic orientations. Principles of
the EBSD technique may be found in Ref. [78]. Utilizing EBSD to characterize MgB 2
crystallites has not been previously reported. Since there is no such phase entry in the
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OIM Data CollectionTM 5.0, we established a new entry of MgB 2 by defining the
crystal structure as P6/mmm space symmetry group, with the lattice constants a =
0.32 nm and c = 0.39 nm.

7 .3. Surface characterization
Figure 7.1 is the EBSD data for a MgB2/C-plane sapphire film. The EBSD
survey area of 150x 150 J..tm 2 with a 5 J..lm e-beam step has an average Confident Index
(CI) of 0.55. The [Min, Max] CI of the survey is [0.086, 0.74]. The average Image
Quality (IQ) of the survey is 997. The IQ, being close to a well-ordered bulk metallic
sample after annealing/chemical polishing, indicates that the film's crystal quality is
high. Grayscale of the map is rendered by the CI of OIM™, with a grayscale
rendering of the CI range [0.1, 0.743]. The entire survey area is rendered in red,
which means every pixel is in the (000 I) orientation. A hexagon in the figure
represents the oriented real lattice.
For

three

largely-separated

survey

areas,

the

average

crystallographic

misorientation of each survey area is <0.3°. The misorientation angle is a
conventional parameter to gauge the crystal quality of a grain. Subgrains, strain,
polygonizations, or other microstructure defects will lead to a larger misorientation
angle. A misorientation <0.3° in an area of 150x 150 J..tm 2 suggests the film is of
reasonably good grain quality for SRF applications. Fig I c&d are PFs representative
of the measurements of all survey areas. The PFs are exactly the same for all three
survey areas. The converging of the PFs, along with misorientation plots and IPF
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figures, all indicates the absence of grain boundaries (>0.3°) in the MgB 2 film. In
addition to using EBSD to deduce the stereographic projection PFs, XRD PF
measurements were also conducted to visualize the film's reciprocal lattice space and
to study the crystal textures in a larger area (- 3 mm 2). XRD measurements were
conducted on

X'Pert PRO MRD™ machine, being made by Philips™ (now

Panalytical™). For XRD Pole Figure (crystalline texture) measurement, it was setup
as point focus. The incident side (X-ray source) was applied a crossed-slits collimator.
The detector side was equipped a parallel-plate collimate. Both EBSD and XRD PFs
are consistent, demonstrating the MgB 2 are single crystal epitaxial films with a grain
size only limited by substrate dimension at I xI cm 2, following the epitaxial
relationship MgB 2(000 I)// AI203 (000 I).
EDX and SEM have been placed to examine the chemical composition and
surface morphology of the films. On SEM/EDX elemental analysis of B and Mg, the
detector made by EDAX™ Company utilizes Super Ultra-Thin Window (Super UTW)
technology, being configurable for light-element analysis down to Beryllium. The
EDX analyzer is DPP-FR type. Quantitative technique of B and Mg atomic
concentration ratios were referred to Birajdar and Eibl's work [79, 80]. The atomic
percentage ratios of Mg vs B is approximately I :2 with a ±10% error. The film's
outer most surface has a fairly tlat but unique growth topography, which has been
reported in Ref. [72].

7 .4. Surface impedance characterization
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The MgB2 sample has been put at the open end of a TE011 cylindrical Nb cavity
with a sapphire rod inside, described in [15, 48]. The system provides a resonant field
at 7.4 GHz. The cavity body, from which the sample is thermally isolated, is
surrounded by liquid helium during the test, which differs from the previous
measurements [74-76] by making the RF effect on sample the only contribution to the
induced heat and resonance frequency change.

Heat can be conducted from the

sample only via the calorimeter. The effective surface impedance of the sample can
be derived by directly substituting heater heat for RF heat under controlled RF field
and temperature conditions. This system could detect as low as I !! W power applied
on the sample/sample holder, enabling the resolution of surface resistance as low as
1.2 nQ at 5 mT peak magnetic field.

The effective surface impedance can be calculated from formula:

The real part is the effective surface resistance and imaginary part is the effective
surface reactance.

P~1

is the RF induced heat, B(S) is the magnetic field distribution

on the sample, M is the tuning sensitivity that represents the ratio between frequency
change and penetration depth change. k and M are geometry dependent coefficients
and w is the resonant circular frequency. The RF induced heat is calculated from the
difference between the power from the heater required to keep a constant sample
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temperature without RF fields in the cavity and the power from the heater required to
keep the sample's equilibrium temperature unchanged when RF fields are present, so
called power compensation technique. The change of effective surface reactance is
proportional to the change of effective penetration depth. It can be derived from
changes of the resonant frequency of the TE(ll 1 mode versus sample temperature.
The transition temperature can be measured from the loaded quality factor
change while changing the sample temperature. The transition temperatures of MgB 2200-I and MgBr200-II are both at 39.3±0.2 K, while that of MgB 2-350 is at
39.5±0.2 K.
The penetration depth A.1 is derived from the effective penetration depth using

= coth(d/J.

1)

Aeff

[81 J with d the film thickness. The results are plotted in Figure 7 .2. The

measurement errors of penetration depth and sample temperature are 5% and 0.0 I K,
respectively. Theoretical value based on BCS theory [20] and Mattis-Bardeen's
anomalous skin effect of a superconductor [21] is calculated using a code SRIMP,
written by Halbritter [ 19]. The suggested parameters . VkTc = 1.08, London
penetration depth

= 180 nm, coherence length = 6 nm, mean free path = 38 nm have

been achieved using a fitting code written by Ciovati [26].
Figure 7.3 shows the effective surface resistance of the samples at 7.4 GHz,
measured at temperatures between 2.1 K and 40 K, with peak fields between 0.6 mT
and 3.7 mT. The surface resistance of a large grain Nb sample with I: I :2 buffered
chemical polish (BCP) solution of HF (49% wt), HN0 3 (69% wt), and H 3P04 (85%
wt) at room temperature [82], measured using the same apparatus, is plotted as a
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reference. At temperatures above 4 K, the MgB 2-350 sample has a lower surface
resistance than Nb. At 2.2 K, the effective surface resistance decreased from 20 J!Q to

9 J!Q with the film thickness increase from 200 nm to 350 nm. The lowest effective
surface resistance measured is 9±2 J.!Q at 2.2 K, which is consistent with the previous
best reported results [76, 83, 84] using the/ rule for normalization [76, 84], with
much smaller systematic errors. We note that the 350 nm sample is less than two
penetration depths thick at low temperatures and much Jess at higher temperatures.
This must be taken into account when interpreting the effective surface resistance
with respect to a BCS model. The microstructural defects or impurities revealed by
XRD might explain why the samples' SRF performance< 4 K is not yet better than
that of a near-perfect single crystal bulk Nb. XRD Bragg-Brentano survey ((J/20 scan)
found 1!!.0 of Full Width of Half Maximum (FWHM) at (000 I) diffraction peak is

0.25°. XRD Rocking Curve measurement of (000 I) diffraction peak reported its
misorientation angle -0.5°. These measurements suggested that the crystal quality of
the MgB 2 epitaxial films still have large room to be improved. For the MgB 2-350
sample, the effective surface resistance versus magnetic field was measured with
fields up to 10 mT at 3 K sample temperature. Results are shown in Figure 7 .4.
Effective surface resistance increased from 10 11n to 35 11n with increased fields
from 0.5 mT to I0 mT. In Table 7.1, the difference in fabrication conditions and
measurement results are summarized.

7.5. Conclusion
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In conclusion, MgB 2 films on 5 em sapphire disks have been fabricated using the
HPCVD technique. EBSD and XRD PFs revealed that these films are single crystal.
Surface impedance measurements at 7.4 GHz showed a decreasing effective surface
resistance with increasing film thickness, with the lowest value at 9±2

~

at 2.2 K.

The 350 nm sample exhibited a lower surface resistance than Nb at temperatures
above 4 K, and MgB 2's effective surface resistance at 3 K increased 3.5 times with
increased fields from 0.5 mT to I 0 mT. These non-linear losses clearly merit further
investigation. Development of MgB 2 for SRF application will continue. Since the RF
field only penetrates a few penetration depths into a superconductor, a coating of
MgB2 of several hundred nanometers on the inside surface of a metal cavity is
sufficient for SRF cavity performances. HPCVD is a suitable technique for this
purpose because it is adaptable to coating curved surfaces.
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Table 7 .I. Summary of difference in fabrication conditions and measurement results
for MgB2 samples.

Deposition
time [min]

Thickness
[nm]

Tc [K]

Rs at 2.2 K
[!10]

Penetration
depth change
from 2.3 K to
35 K [nm]

MgBr200-l

4

200±15

39.3+0.2

26±6

360±20

MgBr200-ll

4

200±15

MgB2-350

7

350±30

20±5

39.5+0.2
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9±2

373±20
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Figure 7.1. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) results of a MgB 2 film on Cplane sapphire. a). a scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a survey area, the inset
at top-right is a representative Kikuchi diffraction image, which shows clear
diffraction bands: b). a color-coded inverse pole figure (IPF) of the same area, the
inset at top-right is the color-coded crystallographic legend. c). and d). are the PFs
being deduced from the EBSD survey in (000 I) and (I, I ,-2, I) representations
respective! y.
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Appendix A
Math proof from equation (24) to (27) in Chapter 2.
L(w, E, c', x, x')

+

. ) (f(Ek'+qt)

1

Ek+qt- Ek'+qt- h(w- zs)

+

1

Ek+qi

2

)(

+ Ek'+qi- h(w-

is)

+ f(E_k'+q!)

f(Ek'+qt)+f(E_k'+qi)
2

1-----~------~-

Since the integration for x and x' are both from -I to l, L can be rewritten into,
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L(w, £, c', x, x') x cos(c'- c)

+

1
. ) (f(Ek'+qr) + f(E_k'+q!)
Ek+qi - Ek'+qi - n(w - zs)
2

_ f(Ek+qt) ~f(E_k+q!))

+-1 ( 1 4

+
-

2

(c + £ 5 )(c' + c5 ) + ll )
-----;---EkEk'

1
Ek+qi

)(

+ Ek'+ql- n(w- is)

f(Ek+qr)

+ f(E_k+q!)

)]

2

(

1
Ek+qi + Ek'+qi + n(w- is)

1-

X COS

f(Ek'+qr) + f(E_k'+q!)
---=-------=2

( ,
)
c - c

Define
E+ = Ek+qi- E~xt
E_

+ n(w- is)

= Ek+qi- E~xt- n(w- is)

Separate L into six terms, with the first three parts times 1 and last three parts times
the following factor,
(c

+ cs)(c' + c5 ) + ll 2
EkEk'

(I)

f(E k' +qi)

+ f(E -k' +q!) (
2

1
Ek+qi- Ek'+qt

1
+ n(w- is)+ Ek+qi- Ek'+qi- n(w- is)

1
Ek+qi

1

+ Ek'+qi + n(w- is)
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Ek+qi

+ Ek'+qi- n(w- is)

)

~f(Ek+qt)+f(E_k+q!)(
1
2
Ek'+qt- Ek+qt

.

+ h(w- zs)

1

1

+ Ek'+ql- Ek+qt- h(w- is) -Ek+qt
- -+-Ek'+qt
- -+-h(w- - is)
-

= _ f(Ek+qt) + f(E_k+q!) (
2

1
Ek+qt- Ek'+qt

.

+ h(w- zs)

1

1

+ Ek+qt- Ek'+qt- h(w- is)+ Ek+qt + Ek'+qt + h(w- is)
+

1

Ek+qt

+ Ek'+qt -

.

)

h(w- zs)

(2)
_ f(Ek+qt)

+ f(E_k+q!) (
2

1

Ek+qt- Ek'+qt

+ h(w- is)

1
+ Ek+qt - Ek'+qt- h(w- is)+ Ek+qt

~ _ f(Ek+qt) + f(E_k+q!) (

2

1
+ Ek'+qt

+ h(w- is)

1

Ek+qt - Ek'+qt
1

+ n(w- is)
1

+ Ek+qt- Ek'+qt- h(«>- is)+ Ek+qt + E-k'+q! + n(w- is)
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__ f(Ek+qt)

+ f(E_k+q!) (

-

2

1

1

E+- E'

1

1

)

+ E_- E' + E+ + E' + E_ + E'

(3)

1
Ek+qt

1

+ Ek'+qi + h(w- is)+ Ek+qt + Ek'+qi- h(w- is)
1

yields

____.. Ek+qi

1

+ E-k'+q! + h(w- is)+ Ek+qi + E-k'+q!- h(w- is)

1

1

E' - E

= £+ + E' + E_ + E' = E'2 -

E' - E_

+

E+ 2

+ ---:::-----:::-

£'2 - E_ 2

(4)

f(E k' +qt)

+ f(E -k' +q!) (
2

1
Ek+qi- Ek'+qi

1

+ h(w- is)+ Ek+qt -

1

1

1

1

Ek'+qt - h(w- is)

+ Ek+qt + Ek'+qt + h(w- is)+ Ek+qt + Ek'+qt- h(w- is)

+ Ek'+qt- Ek+qt- h(w- is)+ Ek+qi + Ek'+qt + h(w- is)

+ Ek+q! +

Ek'+q~- h(w- is))
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)

= _ f(Ek+qt)

+ f(E_k+qt) (
2

+

1

.
Ek+qt- Ek'+qi + h(w- Ls)
1

1

Ek+qi- Ek'+qT- h(w- is)

----------

+ Ek'+qT + h(w- is)

Ek+qt

(5)
_ f(Ek+qt)

+ f(E_k+qt) (
2

+

1

.
Ek+qt- Ek'+qi + h(w- Ls)
1

1
Ek+qt - Ek'+qt- h(w- is)

~ _ f(Ek+qT) + f(E_k+qt) (

2

- -------:----:Ek+qi + Ek'+qt + h(w- is)

1
Ek+qi- Ek'+qi

.

+ h(w- LS)

1

= _ f(Ek+qT)

1

+ Ek+qT- Ek'+qT

- h(w- is)- Ek+qT

+ f(E_k+q!) (

1

2

E + - E'

1

+ E-

_

- E'

+ E -k'+qt + h(w- is)

1
E+

_

+ E'

(6)

1
Ek+qi

+ Ek'+qT + h(w- is)

1
Ek+qi

+ Ek'+qi- h(w- is)
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1
E-

+ E'

)

1

yields

1

-----+---------:---~

Ek+qi

=

+ E-k'+q! + h(w- is)

1
E+

E'- E+

1

+ E'

E_

Ek+qi

+ E-k'+q!- h(w- is)

E'-E_

+ E'

E' + E
E' + E_
= £'2
+ +
_ E+ 2
£'2 _ E_ 2

2

(

E'
E+ 2

£'2 _

E'
)
+ --:::-----::£'2 _ E_ 2

yields

Here -----+ means (for integration purpose) the term on its left is mathematically the
same as the term on its right by switching all components between with ' and without
' since e and t:' are symmetric.
Here one may notice (1) = (2) and (4) = (5).
In (2)(3)(5) and (6), the following transformation has been applied,

Jjcx')dx' = - (~:r(x')d( -x') = c~~:r(x')d( -x') = {tc -x')dx'
In (3) and (6),
E' + E
E' + E_
1
--:::---+-= +
=
£'2 - E+ 2
£'2- E_ 2
£'- E+

1

+- - E'- E

1

1

= Ek'+qi- Ek+qi- h(w- is) +---------:--Ek'+qi- Ek+qi + h(w- is)
Since
1

-1

Ek'+qi- Ek+qi- h(w- is)
yields

-----+

-Ek'+qi

+ Ek+qi + h(w- is)

-1

-1
= ----------Ek+qi + Ek'+qT + h(w- is)
Ek'+qT- Ek+qi + h(w- is)

We have
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E

1

+ E+

E'2 _

E+ 2

E

1

+ E'2

+ E_
_

E_ 2

yields

~0

Add all terms together, we have
L(w, E, E 1,

x, x 1 )

E + Eext
- f(E_k+qi) )

+

1
2
+ n(w- is)- E I+ (E + Es)(E + Es) + /1

E + Eext- n(w- is)E'

2

ext
1
Eext +

2

-

[E + Eext-

£I

{

(£

E

~

E
n(w- is)]2

I+ (E + Es)(E' + Es) + /1

+ Eext- Eext

E

1
-

n(w- is)]2
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2
}

Appendix B
Math proof from equations (26)(27) to (28) in Chapter 2.
With s a small positive real number that finally goes to zero after integration,

L(w, c, c 1,X, X 1 )

_ . )_
+ (c + c5 )(c' + c5 ) + ll 2
+ cext +he W lS Eext
E
- f(E_k+qJ.)) {E
El2- [E + cext - cext I+ h(W -.lS )]2
1

2

1

_ . )_
, + (E + Es)(E + c5 ) + ll }
E + cext _ t:.(
11 W
lS
Eext
E
+------~------------------~~-----1

E12- [E + cext- cext

1

l(w,R,T,x,x )=

f

-

h(w- is)]Z

oo foo
[
{(c)- f(c')]
-oo L(w,E,E',x,x )+
c -E
1

-oo

1

1

1

xcos[a(c-E )]dE dE

The term additional to L goes to zero after integration, and the integration of c: could
be changed to,

oo
foo
E
f-oo function de = 2 Ll function x ----dE
E + Es
For the first term of L,

r JJ-(1_

f(Ek+qr)

E
) (E(E + Eext + h(w- is)- Eext ) + ll 2)/(c + c5 ) + (c + c5 )]
f( -k+qJ.)
El2 - [E + Eext - Eext I+ '111:.(W - lS
. )]2
1

x cos[a(E- E1 )]dc 1 dE
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1

ff
00

~

yields

_

X

rc

L1

00
[

-oo - ( 1-

f(Ek+qi)

1
1
E
) (E(E- Eext + n(w- is)+ Eext ) + /). 2)/(E + E5 ) + (E + E5 )]
-k+q!)
E12 _ [E _ Eext + Eext I+ II~c W LS )]2

_.

cos[a(E- E1)]dE 1dE

Use

to replace E and E in the above equation, and define,
E2

= Ea + E~xt + hw, E2 + E = JE2 2 5

Ll 2 and

we have,

~

r[ r

-[1- f(E, -Em)- f(E,
1
2
E1 (Ea + hw + Eext ) + /). + (E1 + E5 ) _ LllS
·~ E1 /( E1 + E5 )]
(El + Es )
+ Eext) ]
E' 2 - [Ea + Eext 1+ n(w- is)]Z

X

cos[a(E1

-

E1)]dE 1dE1
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=

r[ [

-[1- f(E, -Em)- f(E,

x cos[a(E1
=

foo Joo
ii-Eext -oo

[-[1-

E')]dc' d£1

-

f(£1g(E 2

+ E'ext)]

E'ext)-

f(£1

+ E5 ) + (E' + E5 ) - ihsEtf(E 1 + E5 )]
£'2 - £2 2 + n2s2 + 2ihs£2

x cos[a(E'- E1 )]dc' dEa
Define

Above equation changes to

foo

ii-Eext

Joo
-oo

[-[1-

f(£1-

E'ext)-

f(£1

Its real part is
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[ , ) : [ -[1- f(£1

-

E,.,)- f(E,

A[g(E2 + Es) + (E' + Es)]- 2n 2s 2E1 E2 /(E 1 + Es)]
+ Eext)]
(A + 2ihsE2 )(A - 2ihs£2 )

And its imaginary part is

c"' [ [-(1-

f(E,- ,,.,)- f(E,

-2ihSEz[g(Ez + Es) + (E' + Es)]- ihsE1 A/(E1 + Es)]
+ Eext)]
(A+ 2ihsE2 )(A- 2ins£2 )

with s goes to zero, these terms also goes to zero.
In the real part, one can use

eiaEz

to replace cos(aEz) and choose the real part of final

integration. In the imaginary part, do the same thing and choose the imaginary part of
final integration.
For the contour integration

oft:~,

in the complex plane oft::, we choose a semi-circle

integration so that it includes the integration from negative infinite to positive infinite
on the real axis. In this integration the poles in the I st and
excluded.
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2nd

quadrants should be

Now we evaluate the poles for the above two integrations,
Pole l at A+ 2ihsE2

= 0,

The + term makes

in 3 or 4 quadrant in its complex plane (the imaginary part of Ez

Ez

to be negative), so we choose

S-->0

Ez = E'- £ 1 ~

-(Ez

+ E5 + E1 + E5 )

Mathematically we have

=A+ 2ihsE2
Pole 2 at A- 2il1sE2 = 0,

The - term makes

Ez

in 3 or 4 quadrant in its complex plane (the imaginary part of Ez

to be negative), so we choose
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Mathematically we have

=A- 2itls£2
So

A

oo

/tl

f

= _

.

(A+ 2ihsE )(A- 2itls£
2

00

= Zrri (A+ 2ihsE

2 ~A-

2

)

2ihsE2) ( c'

X etaEzdcz

+ Es

+ jE/- fi2s2- 2ihsEz- L]Z) eiaez
at pole 1

+ Zrri (A+

2ihsE2 ~A- 2ihsE

2

) (

c'

+ Es

- jE/ -h 2 s 2 + 2ihsE2 -Ll 2 )eiaez
at pole 2

/tZ

f

oo

= _

A~

(A+ 2ihsEz)(A- 2ihs£z)
00

.
X etaEzdEz
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rri
.(
)
+-(l + g)ela Ez-El]
2

+ jE/- h2 s 2 -

2ihsE2

- L] 2 ) eiaez
at pole 1

- jE/- h2 s 2 + 2ihs£2

-

Ll 2 )

eiaez
at pole 2

lt4

=

-2ihScz
-oo (A+ 2ihsEz)(A- 2ihs£2 )

f

oo

X

.
elaEzdE
z
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rri
_ -(1

2

imaginary part

------+

+ g)e1a. (e2-et])

-[1- f(E1 -

Eext)-

f(E1

+ Eext)]

rri

X {2(1- g) cos[a(E 2 + E 5

rri

-2 (1 + g)cos[a(s2 -

+ E1 + E 5 )]

s 1 )]}

Add real part and imaginary part together,

- g){sin(a(E2 + E5

+ E1 + E5 )] + i cos[a(E 2 + E5 + E1 + E5 )]}

7r

- 2 (1 + g){sin[a(E2 -

E1 )]

+ icos[a(E 2 -

E1 )}}

Using £2 to replace E in the second term of L, this term can be calculated,
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The final result is

rri

Joo

[1- f(£1 - Eext)- f(E1

+ Eext)]{g cos[a(E1 + Es)]

LI-Eext

- rri

Joo

[1- f(Ez - Eext)- f(Ez

LI-E~xt-hw
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+ Eext)]{g cos[a(cz + Es)]

Appendix C
Mathematica program for surface impedance calculation.
Clear("Global'•"l

Physical constant
Num = 20;
h:6.626'10•10A(-34+Num);
k = 1. 38 '10 * 10 A ( -23 + Num);
e = 1.6'10•10A (-19);
me= 9.11'10•10A (-31+Num);
C

= 2 .9979'10 *lOA 8;

Parameters:
Tc=9.25'10;
GapoverkTc

= 1. 85 '10;

.AL = 320'10;

{=400'10;
1 = 500'10;
DebyeT = 275'10;

Conditions:
freq= 1.5'10;
T = 2'10;
Vs:O'lO;

Derived parameters:
GapO = GapoverkTc * k * Tc;
Debye = k

* DebyeT;

.AL= .ALdOA (-10);
{: {•lOA (-10);
1 = l•lOA (-10);
freq = freq• lOA 9;

w = 2 '10 * 1f • freq;
photon= h • freq;
VfO[G_?NumericQ] ::2'10•1f*1f*G•{/h;
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InteGap[G_?NumericQ]

:=

114 * Nintegrate [1. 0 '10

IV ((6 + 11 2 *me •Vs * Vs) * (e + 112 *me •Vs * Vs)

+ G *G) *

(1.0'101.0'101
(Exp[(V((6+112•me•Vs•Vs)*(6+112•me•Vs•Vs) +G•G) -me•VfO[GJ•Vs•x)lkiT1 +

1) 1.0'10/
(Exp [ ( V ( (6 + 112 *me .. vs * Vs)

*

(6 + 112 *me •Vs •Vs) + G *G) +me .. vfO [GJ * Vs •x)

lk IT1

+

1)), {6, -Debye, Debye}, {x, -1, 1} 1114 •Nintegrate[1.0'10IV 6 * 6 + GapO •GapO *

(1. 0 '10- 1. 0 '10 /
1.0'10

I

(Exp [ (V 6 u

+ GapO * GapO ) lkiT1 + 1) -

(Exp[ (V us+ GapO * GapO ) lk/T1 + 1)), {e, -Debye, Debye}, {x, -1, 1} 1;

Gap= G I. FindRoot[InteGap[G], {G, GapO}]
Vf = 2 '10 * 1r * 1r *Gap*

eI h

Pf = me .. vf

Dis1rihu1ion of clcwons:
eext1[x1_] := Pf•Vs,.xl;
eext2 [x2_] := Pf .. vs •x2;
f[En_] := 1'101 (Exp[EnlkiT] + 1);
Enl [En_, xl_] : = En+ sextl [xl] ;
En2 [En_, x2_] :=En +sext2 [x2] +photon;
g(En_, xl_, x2_] := (Enl[En, xl] •En2[En, x2] +Gap•Gap)
V En2 [En, x2]

* En2 [En,

IV

g1b[En_, xl_, x2_] := (En1[En, xl] •En2 [En, x2] + Gap•Gap)

.Y

Enl[En, xl] •En1[En, xl] -Gap•Gap

I

x2] -Gap* Gap ;

IV Gap•Gap- En1(En,

xl] •En1(En, xl]

I

xl] •En1[En, xl] -Gap,.Gap

I

En2[En, x2] •En2[En, x2] -Gap•Gap;

g2b[En_, xl_, x2_] := (Enl[En, xl] •En2[En, x2] +Gap•Gap)

IV En1[En,

V Gap* Gap- En2 [En, x2] * En2 [En, x2) ;
a1[q_, En_, xl_] :=VEn1(En, xl],.En1[En, xl]-Gap,.Gap *2'10•nlh1Vflq;
a2[q_, En_, x2_] ::VEn2[En, x2]•En2[En, x2]-Gap•Gap •2'10•nlh1Vflq;
a3[q_J :=1'101qll;
a1b[q_, En_, xl_] ::VGap•Gap-En1[En, xl]•En1[En, xl] •2'10•7rlh1Vflq;
a2b[q_, En_, x2_] :=VGap•Gap-En2(En, x2]•En2[En, x2] •2'10•nlh1Vflq;
Rab[a_, b_] :=
-b I 2 + a* b I 4 *Log ( (b * b + ( 1 +a) * ( 1 + a)) I (b * b + ( 1 - a) * ( 1 - a))) +

(1 + b * b- a* a) I 4 •ArcTan [2 * b I (b * b +a* a- 1) 1 I; b * b + a* a- 1 > 0
Rab[a_, b_] :=
-bl2 + a•bi4,.Log[(b•b+ (1 +a)* (1+ a)) I (b•b+ (1- a)* (1- a))]+ (1 + b•b- a•a) 14 •nl21;

b•b+a•a-1==0
Rab[a_, b_] :=
-b I 2 + a* b I 4 *Log [ (b * b + (1 + a) * (1 + a)) I (b * b + (1 - a) * (1 - a)) 1 +

(1 + b•b- a•a) 14• (ArcTan[2•bl (b•b + a•a- 1)] + >r) I; b•b + a•a- 1 < 0
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Sab[a_, b_] : =
al2 -a•bi2•ArcTan[2•bl (b•b+a•a-1)] +
(1+b•b-a•a) 18•Log[(b•b+ (1+a) * (1+a)) I (b•b+ (1-a) * (1-a))] I; b•b+a•a-1> 0
Sab[a_, b_] :=

al2-a•bl2•7rl2+ (1+b•b-a•a)I8•Log[(b•b+ (1+a)•(1+a))/(b•b+ (1-a) •(1-a))] /;
b•b+a•a-1==0
Sab[a_, b_] := al2- a•bl2• (ArcTan[2•b/ (b•b + a•a- 1)] + 1r) + (1 +

b•b- a•a) 18•Log[(b•b + (1 +a)* (1 +a)) 1 (b•b + (1- a)* (1- a))] /; b•b + a• a- 1 < 0
nG = 10;
Ma [q_ ?NumericQ, xl_ ?NumericQ, x2_ ?NumericQ] : =
112•
Nintegrate [
(f [En2 (En, x2] + eext1 (xl]] + f (En2 (En, x2] - eext1 (xl]] - f (En1 [En, xl] + eextl [xl]] -

f [En1 [En, xl] - eext1 [xl]]) * (g [En, xl, x2] + 1)

* Sab (a1 [q,

En, xl] - a2 [q, En, x2], a3 [q]] -

(2- f [En2 [En, x2] + eext1 [xl]J - f [En2 [En, x2] - eext1 (xl]J - f [En1 [En, xl] + eextl [xl]J f [En1 [En, xl] - eextl [xl]]) * (g [En, xl, x2] - 1)

* Sab [a1 [q,

En, xl] + a2 [q, En, x2], a3 (q]J,

{En, Gap-eext1[x1], nG•Gap}] +
Nintegrate [ (1- f [En2 [En, x2] + eext1 [xl]] - f [En2 (En, x2] -eextl [xl])) *
(g1b[En, xl, x2] •Rab[a2[q, En, x2], a3[q] +a1b[q, En, xl]] +
Sab[a2[q, En, x2], a3[q] +a1b[q, En, xl]]), {En, Gap-eext2[x2]-photon, Gap-eext1[xl]}] /;
eext1 (xl] < eext2 [x2] +photon
Ma [q_ ?NumericQ, xl_ ?NumericQ, x2_ ?NumericQ] • 1/2•
Nintegrate [
(f (En2 [En, x2] + eextl [xl]] + f [En2 [En, x2] - eextl [xl]] - f [Enl [En, xl] + eextl [xl]] f [En1 [En, xl] -eext1 (xl]]) * (g[En, xl, x2] + l) •Sab (al [q, En, xl] - a2 [q, En, x2], a3 (q]] (2- f (En2 [En, x2] + eextl [xl]) - f [En2 [En, x2] - eext1 [xl]] - f [Enl [En, xl) + eextl [xl]] f[Enl[En, x1]-eext1[x1]]) * (g[En, xl, x2] -1) •Sab[al[q, En, xl] +a2[q, En, x2], a3[q)),
{En, Gap-eext2[x2]-photon, nG•Gap}] +
Nintegrate[(l- f[Enl[En, xl] +eextl[xl]]- f[Enl(En, xl] -eextl(xl]])

*

(g2b[En, xl, x2] •Rab(al(q, En, xl], a3[q] +a2b[q, En, x2]] +
Sab[al[q, En, xl], a3[q] +a2b[q, En, x2]]), {En, Gap-eextl[xl], Gap-eext2[x2]-photon}] I;
eextl [xl] > eext2 [x2] + photon
Na[q_?NumericQ, xl_ ?NumericQ, x2_ ?NumericQ] .-1 I 2

*

Nintegrate [
(f [En2 [En, x2] + eextl [xl]] + f [En2 [En, x2] - eextl [xl]] - f (En1 (En, xl] + eextl [xl]] f [Enl [En, xl] - eextl [xl]])

*

((g[En, xl, x2]-l)•Rab(al(q, En, xl] +a2[q, En, x2], a3(q]] +
(g(En, xl, x2] +1) •Rab(al[q, En, xl] -a2[q, En, x2], a3[q]]),
{En, Gap - eextl [xl] , nG *Gap}] I; eextl (xl] < eext2 [x2] +photon
Na [q_ ?NumericQ, xl_ ?NumericQ, x2_ ?NumericQ) . -1 I 2

*

Nintegrate[
(f [En2 [En, x2] + eextl [xl]] + f [En2 [En, x2] - eextl [xl]] - f (Enl [En, xl] + eextl (xl]] -

f [En1 [En, xl] - eextl [xl]J)

*

((g (En, xl, x2] - 1) * Rab [a1 [q, En, xl] + a2 [q, En, x2], a3 [q]J +
(g[En, xl, x2] +1) •Rab[a1[q, En, xl] -a2[q, En, x2], a3[q]]),
{En, Gap-eext2[x2]-photon, nG•Gap}] I; eext1[x1]
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~eext2[x2]

+photon

Ke [q_ ?NumericQ] : =
Nintegrate[Ma[q, xl, x2] +i•Na[q, x1, x2], {x1, -1'10, 1'10}, {x2, -1'10, 1'10},
MaxPoints-+ 1600] I q

* 3 '10 * 2 '10 * 1r I

( 4 '10

* h * Vf * AL * AL) ;

z=
i * 10 A9 * W * j.l0 *
7riNintegrate[Log[1 + Ke[q] lqA2],

{q, 0, 100'101qlimit}, MaxPoints -+40,

EvaluationMonitor:.. Print["q = ", q, "Ke[q]•.AL•.AL =
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n,

Ke[q]•.AL•.AL]]

Appendix D
SuperFish code for SIC 2-0 field simulation on 2nd generation cavity with 0.06 inch
cap.
0 loss tangent of sapphire rod
;Binping Xiao JLab 20 l 0 TEO II cavity design.
;For complex shape TEO II, set ibound, nbsup, nbslo, nbslf, nbsrt to 0.
;Sapphire is set to a litttle bit smaller than cavity to avoid "overlap".
$reg kprob= I,
xreg I=0.0 I, kreg I =2,
xreg2= 11.29, kreg2=284,
xreg3= I I .30, kreg3=286,
xreg4= I 1.46, kreg4=318,
kmax=356,
yreg1=0.59, lreg1=59,
yreg2=0.6, lreg2=61,
yreg3= I, lreg3= 10 I,
yreg4=1.93, lreg4=142,
yreg5=2.16, lreg5= 165,
yreg6=2.54, lreg6= 184,
Jmax=200,
freq=7500,
xdri= 10.9, ydri=0.8,
icylin= I,
ibound=O,
nbsup=O, nbslo=O, nbslf=O, nbsrt=O$
$po x=O,y=O$
$po x=O,y=0.6$
$po x=8.7,y=0.6$
$po nt=2, x0=8.7, y0=0.95, R=0.35, THETA=O$
$po nt=2, x0=9.1, y0=0.95, R=0.05, THETA=90$
$po x=ll.4, y=l$
$po x=ll.4, y=1.10$
$po x= 10.39, y= I. 10$
$po x=I0.39, y=l.42$
$po x= 11.4, y= 1.42$
$po x=ll.4, y=1.52$
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$po x=l0.39, y=l.52$
$po x=l0.39, y=l.84$
$po x= 11.4, y= 1.84$
$po x=ll.4, y=l.93$
$po x=ll.29, y=l.93$
$po x=ll.29, y=2.7$
$po x=l6.4, y=2.7$
$po x= 16.4, y=2.54$
$po x= 11.30, y=2.54$
$pox= 11.30, y=2.16$
$pox= 11.45, y=2.16$
$po x= 11.45,y=O$
$po x=O,y=O$
$reg mat=2, mtid=2$
$po x=O.O I ,y=O$
$po x=O.O I ,y=0.59$
$po x= 11.4,y=0.59$
$po x= 11.4,y=O$
$po x=O.O I ,y=O$
$mt mtid=2
epsilon= I
mu=9.3$
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Appendix E
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RF Control Circuit
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Appendix F
Input file for SuperFit 2.0, with first row the number of points for surface resistance
and second row the number of points for penetration depth. Starting from the third
row are data for surface resistance in ohm and penetration depth in angstrom, with
first column the sample temperature in kelvin, second column the measured data and
third column the error.

15
32
2.1
2.5
2.6
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
8.99
9
9.01
9.02
9.03

0.0000018
0.0000029
0.0000032
0.00000510
0.00000919
0.0000150
0.0000230
0.000034
0.000051
0.000070
0.000099
0.000153
0.00023
0.00039
0.00074
100
30
140
30
200
30
270
30
410
30
730
30
750
30
750
30
770
30
780
30

0.0000002
0.0000005
0.0000002
0.00000006
0.00000005
0.0000004
0.0000003
0.000002
0.000003
0.000002
0.000002
0.000009
0.00002
0.00006
0.00007

150

9.04
9.05
9.06
9.07
9.08
9.09
9.1
9.11
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
9.2
9.21
9.22
9.23
9.24
9.25

790
800
810
830
830
840
850
860
880
880
890
900
910
940
950
960
980
980
1020
1030
1050
1060

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
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